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ABSTRACT
Ghantae, Srikanth Sundaresh. ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION OF EDGE
STRESSES IN MULTI-DIRECTIONAL FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITE
LAMINATES (Major Professor: Dr. Kunigal Shivakumar), North Carolina
Agricultural and Technical State University.

Edge delamination in composite laminates with adjacent layers oriented at
different fiber angles is a major failure mode because of the existence of high
interlaminar stresses and poor interlaminar properties. Mitigation of edge stresses poses a
challenge even to date. This research provides a detailed analysis and a potential
approach to solve this problem in a carbon/epoxy composite laminate. Two extreme
laminates of stacking sequence (0n/90n)s and (+45n/-45n)s subjected to separately applied
tensile and thermal loading were considered. These problems have been treated in the
literature as a mathematical or bare interface model, wherein the material properties
jumped between the adjacent layers of different fiber orientations. A microscopic analysis
of laminate cross section showed that the interface was not really bare but there was a
thin resin layer of thickness of about 5.0% of the ply thickness. This realization
completely changed the modeling and potential modification of the interphase. The
region between the plies was represented by a resin layer interphase. A three-dimensional
composite finite element (FE) analysis was performed using ANSYS version 12 code.
The FE modeling and analysis were verified with the literature for both (0/90)s and (+45/45)s laminates for axial tensile loading as well as

temperature change. The resin

interphase layer with thicknesses of 2.5%, 5.0% and 7.5% of the ply thickness were

modeled using three different material properties representing: elastic (brittle epoxy),
elastic-plastic (toughened epoxy) and non-linear (interleaved polymer nanofiber
composite). As the layer thickness became zero, the bare interface results were recovered.
Then, for non-linear resin layer the edge stresses reduced indicating that the interleaving
of interphase region had a potential to mitigate edge stresses and thus the edge
delamination failure.
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CHAPTER
C
R1
INT
TRODUC
CTION

1.1 Backgrou
und
Fiber reinforced composites
c
can
c be classsified into bbroad categoories according to
th
he matrix used: polymerr, metal, ceraamic and carrbon matrix composites.. Polymer m
matrix
co
omposites in
nclude therm
moset (epoxy
y, polyamidee, polyester) or thermopllastic (poly-eetheretther-ketone, polysulfon
ne) resins reinforced
r
w
with glass, carbon (ggraphite), arramid
(K
Kevlar), or boron fibeer. These composites
c
are used pprimarily inn relatively low
teemperature applications.
a
Metal matriix compositees consist off metals or aalloys (alumiinum,
magnesium,
m
titanium,
t
cop
pper) reinforrced with booron, carbon (graphite), oor ceramic fi
fibers.
The
T metal maatrix compossite is limited
d only by thhe softening oor melting teemperature oof the
metal
m
matrix. Ceramic matrix
m
comp
posites consiist of ceram
mic matrices (silicon carrbide,
alluminum ox
xide, glass ceramic, sillicon nitridee) reinforced with ceraamic fibers. The
ceeramic matrrix composites are best suited foor very higgh temperatuure applicattions.
Carbon/Carbo
C
on composiites consistt of carbonn or graphhite matrix reinforced with
caarbon/graphite fibers. Th
hey have uniique propertties of high sstrength at hiigh temperattures,
reesistance to extremely high
h
temperaature shock ccoupled withh low therm
mal expansionn and
density.
Primaary building block
b
of com
mposite mateerial is a plyy (about 0.0005in or .1255 mm
th
hick). The reequired thick
kness and prroperties aree obtained bby stacking sseveral lamiina in
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different directions and curing them together, the resulting group of plies is referred to as
a laminate. The composite laminate used in this research is made of continuous fiber as
shown in Figure 1.1. The laminate properties and the constitutive equations can be
developed based on the “Classical Laminate Theory (CLT)” by knowing how the plies
are laid up to build the laminate that is called the stacking sequence (Jones, 1975), and
(Daniel and Isahi, 1994) and the unidirectional lamina constitutive relationships. A
general purpose public domain downloadable software mmTexLam is available at
http://www.ncat.edu/~ccmradm/ccmr/mmtexlam4.html (Chella and Shivakumar, 2001).
The mmTexlam software calculates the lamina and laminate properties of unidirectional,
woven as well as braided fibers. The program uses fiber architecture based on different
weavings as well as braidings. The computation is based on CLT equations and provides
relation between in-plane stresses and strains in the laminate away from the edges. Near
the edges, the 3-Dimensional stresses build up to maintain the continuity of the
deformation between the plies and the equilibrium condition of the laminate. The
interlaminar transverse normal and shear stresses dominate the free edge regions. These
stresses can potentially cause delamination and premature failure of structures.
Understanding the stress field and finding solutions to mitigate these interlaminar stresses
have been subject of interest for the past three decades. The interlaminar stresses exist
due to mechanical loading as well as temperature and moisture changes. Types of stresses
and their magnitudes at the free edges are explained for two different extreme laminates
(0/90)s and (+45/-45)s below.
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Figurre 1.1 Multiidirectional laminate an
nd referencce coordinatte system

1.2 Interlaminar stressees in (0/90)s and (+45/-445)s laminates
Figuree 1.2a show
ws a schemaatic of a (00/90)s laminaate subjecteed to an uniiform
teensile axial strain
s
loadin
ng of εxo. Fig
gure 1.2b shhows a crosss section of (0/90)s lamiinate.
Due
D to the lo
oading, the stress
s
σx willl be dominaant throughoout the laminnate. σy exists in
eaach of the laamina due to
o the Poisson
n effect. Ho wever, at thhe interface bbetween the plies
with
w differentt fiber orien
ntation a diffferent state oof stress exiists. This haas been explained
below.

Figure
F
1.2 Sy
ymmetric crross-ply (0/9
90)s laminaate subjected
d to axial strrain (εx0) (aa) full
model
m
(b) cro
oss section of
o laminate
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Figure 1.3 shows a free body diagram of a (0/90)s laminate under uniform
extension or axial strain εx0, if 0° and 90° layers left themselves to undergo contraction,
the lateral deformation in 0° is much larger than 90°. When these layers are glued
together by lamination, the 0° layer tends to pull 90° layer, while 90° layer pushes
(compress) the 0° layer. The pull and push sets up transverse shear stresses (τyz) on each
of the plane layers acting in opposite directions. This must be equilibrated by σy acting on
each layer. The stresses σy and τyz cause a moment about z direction and in order to
satisfy the moment equilibrium condition interlaminar transverse stress σz will develop as
shown in Figure 1.4. These two stresses above satisfy the equilibrium and continuity
conditions of the elasticity at the interface as shown in Figure 1.4. Figure 1.5 shows
typical distribution of σz and τyz near the free edge between 0° and 90° layers in the
laminate. The stresses that develop at free edge in (0/90)s is attributed to Poisson’s ratio
mismatch of layers and are called the edge stresses. The stresses are zero in the interior
width of the laminate and peak towards the edges. The interlaminar shear stress τyz falls
to zero at the free edge, since the shear stress cannot exist at the free surface. The normal
stress (σz) is zero in the middle and increases towards the free edge and is singular at the
free edge due to mismatch in material properties. The distance from the edge where the
out of plane normal and shear stresses exist is called the edge stress distance (d), and this
can exists both in the normal stresses and the shear stresses in the laminate, schematic of
the edge distance is shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figuree 1.3 Free body
b
diagram
m of (0/90)s laminate

Figure
F
1.4 Frree body dia
agram of (0
0/90)s laminate at crosss section thrrough the
th
hickness

Figurre 1.5 Schem
matic of streess distributtion betweeen 0 and 90 iinterface
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Figuree 1.6 shows schematic of
o a (+45/-455)s laminate subjected too uniform loaading
εx0
0)s the axiaal loading ccauses σx too be dominaant in the eentire
x . Similar to the (0/90
laaminate. σy also exists in
i each lamiina due to P
Poisson’s ratiio. Howeverr, at the inteerface
between the +45
+ and -45 layer a diffeerent stress sstate exists. Figure 1.7 sshows a free body
diagram of th
he laminate in
i the loaded
d condition uunder stress σx on each llayers separaately;
th
he layers wiill undergo shear deforrmation. Whhen they aree bonded toogether the shear
sttrain must be zero at thee free edges. This can hhappen only with interlaaminar transffer of
sh
hear stress between
b
the two layers and this givves rise to τxxz and τxy. Inn order to saatisfy
moment
m
equiilibrium of τxz and τxy, the out of pplane normaal σz stress aalso exists aat the
in
nterface. Theese stresses are zero in the middle part of the sspecimen annd are singuular at
th
he free edges. The mom
ment produceed by this giives rise to τxy. Normal σz is zero iin the
middle
m
and peaks at the edges
e
as exp
plained in D
Daniel and Isahi (Daniel and Isahi, 1994).
Figure 1.8 shows typical distribution of edge streesses. Similaar to (0/90)s case the disstance
s
exisst is called thhe edge stresss distance ‘dd’.
frrom the edgee where the stresses

Figure
F
1.6 Sy
ymmetric an
ngle-ply (45
5/-45)s lamiinate subjeccted to axiall strain (εx0)
(a
a) full modeel (b) cross section
s
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Figuree 1.7 Freebo
ody diagram
m of (45/-45))s laminate

1 Typical stress
s
distriibution betw
ween 45 and
d -45 laminaate interfacee
Figure 1.8

1.3 Literaturre on interla
aminar stressses in comp
posite lamin
nate
In ord
der to underrstand the effect of inteerlaminar strresses and ppredict the sstress
fiields at the free
fr edges a number
n
of reesearch has bbeen perform
med in the laast 30 years, most
im
mportant pu
ublications are
a reviewed
d here. Willliams (Williiams, 1952) was the firrst to
sh
how singularrities in anissotropic platees subjectedd to extensionn load underr mixed bounndary
co
onditions at the edges. Pipes and Pagano
P
(Pippes and Paggano, 1970) were the firrst to
demonstrate the existencce of interlaaminar stressses and singgularities at the free eddge in
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composite laminate. They used a finite difference technique and two dimensional theory
of elasticity to study the mechanism and calculate the edge stresses in (+45/-45)s laminate
under tensile loading. In this study, the out of plane shear stress at free edge was forced to
zero. They showed that the interlaminar out of plane shear stresses exist only at the
region close to the edges and this region is approximately equal to the laminate thickness.
Rybichi (Rybichi, 1971) used 3-D Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to obtain approximate
stress solution based on complementary energy formulation on symmetric laminate with
in plane loading. Edge effects were studied in (+45/-45)s, (-45/+45)s and (90/0)s laminates
under tensile loading and showed that the out of plane shear stress τyz is significant at the
edges and out of plane shear τxy can occur at the center section.
Tang and Levy (Tang and Levy, 1975) developed boundary layer theory for
laminated composites and analyzed (+45/-45)s laminate for interlaminar stressed under
tensile loading. The results from this theory compared well with the work of Pipes and
Pagano (Pipes and Pagano, 1970). Wang and Crossman (Wang and Crossman, 1977)
used 2D-FEA to calculate the interlaminar stresses for (90/0)s, (0/90)s, (+45/-45)s and
(±45/0/90)s laminates for uniform tensile loading. They concluded that the physical effect
of singularity stresses at the edges were not found and these stresses if found would
dissipate in the laminate resulting in stress redistribution. The material property would
degrade at locations where the stress redistribution occurred. Wang and Crossman (Wang
and Crossman, 1977) extend the analysis for (90/0)s, (0/90)s, (+45/-45)s and (±45/0/90)s
laminates for uniform thermal loading and calculated the interlaminar stresses at the
laminate. They concluded that the singularity stresses exist at the boundary region for
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laminates under thermal loading. Pagano (Pagano, 1978) proposed theoretical solution
using Reissner’s variational principle (Reissner, 1950) and layer equilibrium. The stress
distribution was calculated for (+45/-45)s laminate and compared with Wang and
Crossman (Wang and Crossman, 1977). Conclusion from this model showed no
singularities at the free edges and singularities were mathematical in nature and not
realistic.
Raju and Crews (Raju and Crews, 1981) used quasi 3-D FEA to calculate
interlaminar stresses for (0/90)s, (15/-75)s, (30/-60)s, (+45/-45)s, (60/-30)s, (+75/-75)s and
(90/0)s laminates under uniform tensile loading. They showed the existence of
singularities for σz, τxz stresses at the free edge of the laminate interface. Wang and Choi
(Wang and Choi, 1982) studied boundary layer stress singularities using Lekhnitskii’s
stress potential and theory of anisotropic elasticity. They compared their results with
Pipes and Pagano and Wang and Crossman (Pipes and Pagano, 1970) and (Wang and
Crossman, 1977) for (+45/-45)s laminate. They concluded that the boundary layer stress
developed from their theory predicted a boundary layer that was more exact compared to
the elasticity and other approximate solutions. Also, concluded that the boundary layer
for (+45/-45)s laminate had the highest boundary layer width of 4.5% for lamina
thickness. Wang and Choi (Wang and Choi, 1982) also computed interlaminar stresses at
the boundary layer for (+θ/-θ)s laminate. They concluded that the ply orientation and ply
thickness had significant effects on the development of in-plane and interlaminar stresses.
The boundary layer width due to moisture loading was one-half of laminate thickness, for
lamina thickness of 30-70% of the total laminate thickness.
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Kassapoglou and Lagace (Kassapoglou and Lagace, 1987) analyzed interlaminar
stresses in (+45/-45)s and (0/90)s laminates using closed form solution with force balance
method and principle of minimum complementary energy. They compared their solutions
with Pipes and Pagano and Wang and Crossman (Pipes and Pagano, 1970) and (Wang
and Crossman, 1977). Flanagan (Flanagan, 1994) calculated the free edge stresses for
(0/90)s and (+45/-45)s laminates for tensile loading using the principle of minimum
complementary energy. The solution compared well with (Pipes and Pagano, 1970).
Lessard et al., (Lessard, Schmidt, and Shokrieh, 1996) used 3-D FEA to calculate stress
distribution at the free edge for (0/90)s laminates, using ‘slice method’ technique with a
20 noded brick element. Their solution has been shown to agree well with the work of
Pipes and Pagano (Pipes and Pagano, 1970) and Kassapoglou and Lagace (Kassapoglou
and Lagace, 1987). Icardi et al., (Icardi and Bertetto, 1995) conducted 3D FEA for
calculating the interlaminar stresses for (0/90)s laminate using special elements called
“wedge element” to get more accurate singularity stress results at the free edges. Their
study concluded that there was no effect on the power of singularity due to the change in
lay up, material properties or the geometry of the laminate.
Tahani and Nosier (Tahani and Nosier, 2003) used Reddy’s layer wise theory
(LWT) (Reddy, 1987) and calculated stress at the free edges for (0/90)s laminates for
mechanical and thermal loading. They compared results with Wang and Crossman (Wang
and Crossman, 1977) and found to agree well. Becker et al., (Becker, Peng Jin, and
Neuser, 1999) derived closed form solutions to analyze the stresses at free corners in
(0/90)s laminates under thermal loading, they have compared the results with FEA
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so
olution for interlaminar
i
stresses and
d found theyy agree welll. More receently Nguyenn and
Caron
C
(Nguy
yen and Caaron, 2009)) have deriived analytiical solutionn for compposite
laaminates usiing the M4-5n (Multi-particle modeel of Multi Layered Maaterials withh five
kinematic fields per layer for an n-laayer laminatte) layer-wisse method annd the results for
th
he stress fields agree welll with Wang
g and Crossm
man (Wang and Crossm
man, 1977).
The study reporrted above on FEA and deriveed solutionss gave a good
reepresentation
n of stress distributions
d
at the edge of interior oof a compossite laminatee. All
th
he analyses considered
c
that
t
the ply interface
i
prooperties jump
mped (as show
wn in Figuree 1.9)
frrom each oth
her dependin
ng on the ply
y orientationn (this repressentation of llaminate is ccalled
bare interfacee). The ply thicknesses
t
considered
c
iin these studdies were tooo thick comppared
to
o the actuall composite laminates. The mesh refinement used in thhese were ccoarse
possibly due to
t the limitaation of the computes
c
at tthat time.

Figure 1.9 Bare inteerface modeel

1.4 Interlaminar stress mitigation techniques in multi-dirrectional lam
minates
Interlaaminar edge stresses have been a challengging problem
m in compposite
laaminates eveen to this daate. Edge deelamination failure suchh as the one shown in F
Figure
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1.10 has been a typical failure mode in laminates. The free edges are very common where
there are joints between two parts or at the ends that have been trimmed off. A number of
attempts were made to reduce these stresses through various methods during for the past
25 years. Kim (Kim, 1983) conducted experiments to understand effect of addition of
glass fabric between two differently oriented lamina. They found that for a laminate with
glass fabric interleaved specimen loaded in tensile, no delamination occurred at the
interface and they also found that the strength of the laminate increased due to this
interleaving. However, the experiments did not give reliable results to show that there
was a reduction in stresses compared to the baseline. Mignery et al., (Mignery, Tam, and
Sun, 1985) tried stitching the edges as shown in Figure 1.11 of the laminates to suppress
the interlaminar out of plane normal stresses in composite laminates. Edge delamination
was arrested at and around the stitches in all the stacking sequence studied. The tensile
strength of (+30/-30/90)s increased, tensile strength on (+30/-30/0)s decreased, and had no
effect on (+45/-45/02/902)s laminate. However, the stitching did not eliminate the edge
delaminations unless they were very close to the edges.

Figure 1.10 Edge delamination mode of failure in a laminate (Tanimoto, 2002)
12

Fiigure 1.11 Edge
E
Stitchiing in a lam
minate

Chan and Jumbo (Chan and Jumbo,
J
19866) used knittted non-wovven fabric orr unidirectional taapes as interleaving. Th
hey showedd no significcant improvvement in teensile
sttrength due to non-wov
ven fabric orr tape interleeaving, but found that ultimate streength
with
w
non-woven interleaaving was lo
owered. Thee delaminattion size off non-wovenn was
sm
mall comparred to the un
nidirectionall tapes, the rreason was nnot conclusiive. Sun andd Chu
(S
Sun and Chu
u, 1991) useed notches att the edges tto relieve eddge stresses.. They conclluded
th
hat the preseence of notch
hes could sup
ppress the ddelaminationn and also, foor an interlam
minar
sh
hear controllled failure th
he laminate strength siggnificantly inncreased. Figgure 1.12 sshows
th
he techniquee of edge nottching.

Fig
gure 1.12 No
otching of ed
dges in a lam
minate
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Howard et al., (Howard, Gossard, and Jones, 1986) used capping of the edges to
mitigate the normal edge stresses and delay the onset of delamination, schematic of edge
capping technique is shown in Figure 1.13. This capping reduced the interlaminar stresses
for (+30/-30/0/-30/+30)s and (+30/-30/90/-30/+30)s laminates but there was no change in
the total strain energy release rate. Chan et al (Chan, Rogers, and Aker, 1986) showed
that addition of adhesive layer of 0.0105” (2 Ply thickness) thick at the interphase and
compared the results between interleaving at the region closer to the edges or the enter
width of the specimen as shown in Figure 1.14. They showed that the edge delamination
was eliminated until the final failure and also showed that there was an increase in
ultimate strength for the interleaved laminate. However, the drawback of this study was
that the adhesive film is too thick and was not optimized. This could lead to significant
loss of in-plane properties. They also used 3D FEA to show the edge stress regions.
However, the study was performed only on the specific laminate stacking sequence and
the mesh refinement was not fine enough to obtain good stress distribution. Lagace et al.
(Lagace, Mong, and Khulmann, 1993) also studied the effect of adding adhesive layers
of 0.008” (0.203mm) on (+45/-45/0/90)4s and (((+452/-452)/0)s/905)2s composite laminate
for tensile properties. The results showed that the addition of adhesive layer suppressed
or at least significantly delayed the onset of delamination. The load carrying capacity
increased by 50% for the interlayer. However, the thickness of the adhesive layer was
higher and led to loss of in-plane strength. Tanimoto (Tanimoto, 2002) and Hojo et al.
(Hojo, Matsuda, Tanaka, Ochiai, and Murakami, 2006) proposed interleaving technique
such as dispersed particulate interlayers for tensile and impact loading. Figure 1.15 shows
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th
he techniqu
ue of particcle interleav
ving. They found thatt interleavinng in compposite
laaminates im
mproved axiaal fatigue sttrength and modulus. IInterleaving also slowedd the
delamination growth under Mode I lo
oading.

Figure 1.13
3 Edge cap reinforcement

Figure
F
1.14 Addition off adhesive laayer

Figure
F
1.15 Particle/Res
P
sin interleav
ving techniq
que in a lam
minate (Hojoo, Matsuda,,
Tanaka,
T
Occhiai, and Murakami,
M
22006)
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Shin et al. (Sihn
n, Kim, Kaazumasa, annd Tsai, 20007)

studieed the effect of

delamination and tensile strength on
n the use off thin ply cooncept and ccompared aggainst
hick plies. Their
T
studiess showed thaat thin pliess could supppress the miicro-crackingg and
th
delamination damages att the edge of
o the laminnate. Thin pply composiite laminatee also
im
mproved thee higher allo
owable strain
n in the lam
minate. The uultimate loaad was higheer for
th
hin plies com
mpared to th
he thick plies. However,, the drawbaack of this teechnique waas the
difficulty in manufacturring of the thin ply laaminates annd the addittional proceessing
in
nvolved. Alsso the thinnin
ng of plies sh
howed a britttle fracture in a notchedd laminate.
The teechniques diiscussed abo
ove showed some reducction in interrlaminar streesses.
However,
H
alll these tech
hniques had some kind of additionnal manufaccturing proccesses
which
w
are haard to impllement in real
r
applicattions. Furthhermore in m
most cases their
modifications
m
s add addiitional cost,, weight annd in-planee propertiess for compposite
co
omponents. One outcom
me of the study of interlaaminar edge stresses andd edge distannce is
th
he thin ply concept.
c
By reducing thee thickness oof the ply annd the edge stress dominnance
leength and ev
ventually thee edge stresss delaminattion can pottentially be eeliminated iin the
laaminates. An
nother conceept still attraactive, althouugh it was eexperimentedd previouslyy with
prroblems, is the interleav
ving between
n the plies. These two rresearch areaas continue to be
ex
xplored.

1.5 Interphase Region in
n a Multi Diirectional L
Laminate
As maany research
hers studied, including L
Lagace (P. A. Lagace, 19993), the inteerface
between the plies of disssimilar orieentation in a resin layeer may behhave like linnearly
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elastic, the elastic-plastic or non-linear elastic depending on the state of stress. The
mathematical representation with a bare interface model and a sudden change of the
material properties is a modeling simplicity, which could be the root cause of singularity
stresses. All the analytical models used to analyze the interfacial stresses so far were
based on the mathematical interface. The Figure 1.16 shows a cross section of (0/90)s
laminate with an enlarged view at 0 and 90 interphase region. Notice a finite resin layer,
in this case about 2.3x10-4” (250 μm) or 5% of ply thickness (this representation of
laminate is referred in this study as resin interphase model). Crews et al., Raju et al and
Smith et al have tried using thin resin layer interphase for cracked specimens, however
analysis for models with the resin layer for edge stresses study of realistic geometry
under tensile and thermal loading has not been attempted to date (Crews, Shivakumar,
and Raju, 1986), (Crews, Shivakumar, and Raju, 1988), (Raju, Crews, and Amanpour,
1988) and (Smith and Shivakumar, 2001). Whether this modeling will significantly
impact the interlaminar stresses or not, has not been explored. Extension of the resin layer
to behave as an elastic-plastic or non-linear, in case the layer is replaced by an interleaved
material such as polymer nano-fiber composite needs to be understood and their impact
on interlaminar edge stresses needs to be explored. Because of large variation of
geometric parameters and non-linearity of the interphase material the modeling analysis
and the interpretation of results are challenging. However, the understanding of stress
distribution at and around the region of free edges is very critical to prove the validity of
the concepts such as polymer nano-fiber interleaving to relieve or mitigate interlaminar
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sttresses (Ling
gaiah, Shivak
kumar, and Sadler,
S
20088), (Akangahh, Lingaiah, and Shivakuumar,
2011) and (A
Adams and Sh
hivakumar, 2011)
2
.

Figu
ure 1.16 Cro
oss-section oof realistic laminate

In thee present ressearch, two classical lam
minates nam
mely (0n/90n)s and (45n/--45n)s
were
w
selected
d. Here “n” is the numb
ber of plies iin a layer. A resin layer interphasee with
various materrial propertiees was interrleaved betw
ween the com
mposite layers. The thickkness
was
w about th
he same as what
w
was measured
m
in tthe carbon/eepoxy laminnate. The m
models
were
w
develop
ped and analyzed usin
ng 3D-finite element m
method. Thee laminates were
lo
oaded by uniform axial stresses and
d temperaturee change. Thhe interlamiinar edge strresses
were
w computeed and exam
mined for all cases.

1.6 Objectivees of this ressearch
The goal
g
of the research
r
is to
t understannd the interllaminar stressses between the
ad
djacent pliess oriented att different an
ngles with a resin interpphase layer ssubjected to axial
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sttrain and theermal loads. The laminaate considereed were (0/990)s cross-plly and (+45//-45)s
an
ngle-ply. Th
he resin intterphase lay
yer thicknesss representts what is oobserved inn real
laaminate. Thee resin mateerial were assumed
a
to bbe isotropicc and (a) elaastic, (b) elasticplastic and (c) non-linear elastic. Thee specific objjectives of thhe research aare:
(aa)

To deveelop a refineed 3-D finitee element (F
FE) model oof the bare iinterface prooblem
and validate the mo
odeling and results
r
with tthe literaturee,

(b
b)

To dev
velop a refin
ned FE mod
del of the rresin interphhase problem
m and studyy the
differen
nce and trend of the interlaminarr stresses ffor variationn of

interpphase

thickness and elastiic, elastic-plaastic and nonn-linear propperties of thee resin layerr,
(cc)

To inveestigate the effect
e
of ply grouping orr the thickneess of the plyy on interlam
minar
edge strresses and diistance,

(d
d)

To inveestigate the effect of tem
mperature chhange on thhermal edge stresses forr bare
and resin interphase model witth elastic, elastic-plastic and non-linnear propertiies of
yer, and
resin lay

(ee)

Finally,, the conclu
usion that lead
l
to a nnecessity off interphase modificatioon of
adjacen
nt plies orien
nted differenttly to reducee the interlam
minar edge sstresses.

1.7 Scope of this Disserttation
Chaptter 1 descrribes the background
b
of this reesearch andd theory beehind
in
nterlaminar edge
e
stressees in composite laminatees. This chaapter also inncludes literaature,
ch
hallenges an
nd objectiv
ves of the research. C
Chapter 2 ddescribes thhe bare inteerface
modeling,
m
of (0/90)s and (+45/-45)s laminate
l
by 3D-finite element analyysis of the m
model.
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This chapter also presents mesh convergence study and comparison with existing
literature for a laminate under tensile loading. Chapter 3 presents the results for
interlaminar edge stresses within a realistic resin interphase layer between the 0 and 90
and 45 and -45 plies in symmetric laminates. It also presents the effect of ply grouping on
the edge stresses and distance. Chapter 4 examines the effect of temperature change on
interlaminar stresses in bare and resin layer interphase models. Chapter 5 presents the
concluding remarks and future research.
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CHAPTER
C
R2
MODEL
LING OF BARE IN
NTERFAC
CE COMP
POSITE LA
AMINAT
TE
AND VERIFICA
ATION WIITH LITE
ERATURE
E

In this chapter, 3-D
3 Finite element anallysis of two classical laaminates, naamely
(0
0/90)s and (+
+45/-45)s su
ubjected to an
a uniform axial strain are presenteed. The inteerface
reegion betweeen the layers is treated
d as a mathhematical sepparation reppresented as bare
in
nterface wheerein the matterial properrties jump beetween the aadjacent layers dependinng on
th
he lamina orientation.
o
A systemattic mesh reefinement iss conductedd to get a good
description of
o the stress field. The modeling
m
is verified byy comparingg with the reesults
frrom the literrature. In addition, somee important conclusion rregarding thhe boundary layer
reegion and the grouping of
o the plies are
a derived.

2.1 Material system
Th
he material properties
p
co
onsidered forr this researcch are a typical high modulus
aiircraft gradee AS4/3501-6 carbon/epoxy materiaal made by oof Hexcel® C
Corporation.. This
iss also chosen
n because itt is common
nly used in lliterature annd so that it will be easiier to
co
ompare the present
p
resullts with the literature.
l
Thhe unidirectiional mechannical and theermal
prroperties aree listed in Taable 2.1.
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Table
T
2.1 Ma
aterial Prop
perties of un
nidirectionaal AS4/3501--6 carbon/eepoxy comp
posite

Elastic
Constant

Valu
ues
msi (G
GPa)

Elastic
E
Co
onstant

Valuees

E1

19.0 (131)
(

ν12

0.34

E2

1.89 (13.0)

ν13

0.34

E3

1.89 (13.0)

ν23

0.35

G12

0.93 (6.41)

α12

G13

0.93 (6.41)

α13

G23

0.70 (4.82)
(

α23

-6

--6

-6

-66

-6

-66

0.5x100 in/in/°F (0.03x10
mm/mm//°C)
15x100 in/in/°F (0.90x10
mm/mm//°C)
15x100 in/in/°F (0.90x10
mm/mm//°C)

Subscrripts 1, 2 an
nd 3 represen
nt material ccoordinate syystem, with 1 being the fiber
directiion

2.2 A (0n/90n)s Laminatee subjected to uniform axial strain
n
2.2.1 Problem
m definition
Figuree 2.1 showss a (0/90)s laminate
l
sub
ubjected to uuniform axial strain ε0. The
pecimen of length ‘L’, width
w
‘2b’ and
a total lam
minate thicknness ‘t’, witth each lamiina of
sp
th
hickness ‘h’. The geom
metry of the specimen uused througghout this reesearch is L
L= 4”
(1
101.2mm) and 2b=1” (25.4mm)
(
has
h been shhown in Figuure 2.1 The thickness oof the
sp
pecimen useed for the verrification with
w the literaature is t= 00.5” (12.7 m
mm) and has been
taaken from the
t
work of
o Nguyen and Caron (Nguyen aand Caron, 2009) for mesh
reefinement an
nd verificatiion of the model,
m
for th
the rest of tthe research a more reaalistic
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laaminate thick
kness of t=5
5.1mm (0.2”)) for n=10 annd t=1mm (0.04”) for nn=2 in a (0n//90n)s
laaminate, wheere n is the number
n
of laayers grouped in the lam
mina have beeen used.
The sp
pecimen is made
m
of com
mposite laminnate with fouur layers (lam
mina), each layer
iss made of continuous fiiber layer orriented in 0° or 90°. Thhe stacking sequence of this
co
omposite is (0n/90n/90n/0
/ n) also represented as (0n/90n)s whhere n is thee number off fiber
laayer in each of the orien
ntation. The 0° lamina iss on the top and bottom layer and tw
wo of
th
he 90° lamin
na in betweeen the 0° lay
yers. This sttacking sequuence represents one exttreme
caases of the laminate
l
interphase. Thee schematic of the lamiinate is show
wn in Figuree 2.1.
The
T cross secction of the laminate wiith the fiberr direction iss shown in F
Figure 2.2a. This
ax
xial loading of the speciimen results in interlamiinar edge strresses betweeen the two llayers
with
w
mismatched fiber orientation. These resuulting stressses betweenn the two llayers
(iinterphase) have
h
been caalculated and
d analyzed ass part of thiss work.

Figu
ure 2.1 Prob
blem and geeometry deffinition
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2.2.2 Ply grou
uping
Cost of manufacturing and grouping nuumber of pplies in a laayer to miniimize
nterlaminar stresses
s
conttinues to be a challenge. At least froom an academ
mic point off view
in
efffect of ply grouping on
n interlaminaar stresses iss studied heere. The num
mber of pliess in a
laayer is chang
ged from n=
=1 to n=12 and
a its influeence on interrlaminar streess near the edge
of (0n/90n)s an
nd (+45n/-45
5n)s.laminatee is examinedd. The sketcch showing thhe concept oof ply
grrouping for n=2
n and n=4
4 is shown in
n Figure 2.2 a and b resppectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure
F
2.2 Concept
C
of Ply
P Groupin
ng (a) 2 layeers, (b) 4 layyers

2.2.3 Mathem
matical Modeel
Siince the mod
del is symmeetric about thhe x, y and z direction oof the specim
men, a
ull physical model show
wn in Figuree 2.3a can bee simplifiedd to a 1/8th syymmetric m
model.
fu
Figure 2.3b illlustrates thee model used
d in the anallysis. The leength of the model is L/22, the
width
w
of the model
m
is b, ‘h’ is the ply
y thickness an
and the thickkness is h=t/44. The modeel was
co
onstructed su
uch that the inner face of
o the 1/8th m
model repressented a sym
mmetric bounndary
co
ondition. Th
he area of in
nterest for th
his research iis the interphase region between thee two
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laayers and th
he stress disstribution att the free eedges as shoown in the Figure 2.3cc. As
discussed in Chapter
C
1 fo
or a (0/90)s laminate
l
thee stresses σz and τyz are of interest ccloser
o the free ed
dge. Althoug
gh this analy
ysis can be easily solveed as a geneeralized 2D plain
to
sttrain model, it is conven
nient to use 3-D
3 Modelinng technique in commerccial FE codes like
ANSYS.
A
2.2.4 Bounda
ary condition
ns
As deescribed abo
ove the matthematical m
model is sim
mplified to oonly 1/8th oof the
ph
hysical mod
del. The co
omplete mod
del is simullated by appplying sym
mmetric bounndary
co
ondition to the
t model on
n three sidess at x=0, y=00 and z=0 pplanes. The aaxial loadingg in x
direction (εx0) is applied as an elongation of 1% of length. T
The boundarry conditionns and
lo
oading has been shown in
i Figure 2.3
3b.

Figure
F
2.3 Mathematica
M
al Model of Bare interfa
face (a) Full model of laaminate, (b))
th
Sy
ymmetric 1/8 model, (c) Cross seection of 1/88th model
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2.3 Finite Eleement Anallysis of (0n/9
90n)s laminaate
2.3.1 ANSYS Finite Elemeent Code and Methodoloogy
A com
mmercial fin
nite elemen
nt software A
ANSYS verrsion 11.0 w
was used inn this
sttudy. This co
ode has messh generation
n as well as linear and nnon-linear annalysis capabbility.
The
T pre and post
p processing capabilitties of the coode were ussed for modeeling the prooblem
an
nd analysis of
o the resultss, respectiveely.
APDL
L (ANSYS Parametric
P
Design
D
Langguage), a sccripting langguage that caan be
used to autom
mate commo
on tasks or even
e
build m
model in term
ms of param
meters (variaables)
was
w used. Wh
hile all ANS
SYS comman
nds can be uused as part oof the scriptting language, the
APDL
A
comm
mands used in
n this researcch are the truue scripting commands and encomppass a
wide
w
range of other feeatures such
h as repeatting a com
mmand, maccros, if-thenn-else
brranching, do
o-loops, and scalar, vecto
or and matrixx operationss.
Whilee APDL is the found
dation for sophisticatedd features such as ddesign
op
ptimization and adaptive meshing, it
i also offerss many convveniences thhat can be ussed in
ro
outine analy
yses (ANSYS
S® Theory Reference,
R
22009). A typpical APDL code used iin the
an
nalysis has been
b
listed in
n Appendix A.
A
2.3.2 Three Dimensional
D
Hexahedron
n Element
Three-dimensionaal eight nodeed, iso-param
metric elem
ments were uused to modeel the
sp
pecimen. Th
he element had
h three degrees of freedom at eacch node andd can model from
issotropic to general aniso
otropic materrials. The eleement used iin the softwaare is represented
ass “SOLID 46
6”. Solid46 (3-D Layereed Structurall Solid) is a llayered verssion of the 8--node
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structural solids (SOLID45) and has 3 degrees of freedom at each node, this element is
designed to model layered thick shells or solids. The element allows up to 100 different
material layers. If more than 100 layers are required, a user-input constitutive matrix
option is available. The element may also be stacked as an alternative approach. The
element has three degrees of freedom at each node translations in the nodal x, y, and z
directions. Number of layers, thickness of the layers, fiber orientation and material
properties have to been defined in order to use the element. Figure 2.4 shows a sketch of
SOLID46 element with identification labels for the nodes (I-P) and faces (1-6).

Figure 2.4 Sketch of SOLID-46 element (ANSYS® Theory Reference, 2009)

2.3.3 Finite Element Mesh and Mesh Refinement
In order to obtain a good stress field response from the finite element model
developed a number of different models were analyzed based on the model meshing, A
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ty
ypical idealization for the baselin
ne model iss shown inn Figure 2.55. Several other
id
dealizations were used to
t establish the
t rate of cconvergencee of the soluution, accuraacy of
th
he modeling
g and to resolve oscillatory singulaarity issues. Figure 2.6 presents vaarious
mesh
m
refinem
ments used to
o study the co
onvergence across the w
width of the sspecimen.

Fig
gure 2.5 Typ
pical FEA M
Model Idealiization

The model
m
has beeen construccted by definning key poiints at the coorners of eaach of
he model. Th
he key pointts are used to
t build the volume thatt represents the lamina. Each
th
laayer is represented by diifferent volu
umes but havve common edges. This is done to aattach
different material propertties for each
h volume inn the laminat
ate. The edgees of volum
me are
brroken into seegments that will then be
b used to meesh the voluume. Boundaary conditionns are
th
hen applied to
t the volum
me for solving
g the model.. The outputt is generatedd by choosinng the
lo
ocation of th
he nodes and
d its correspo
onding six sttresses at eacch of the nodes. The loccation
an
nd stress datta are then saaved into an output file ffor data anallysis.
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Figurre 2.6 Mesh
h Refinemen
nt along Y-D
Direction

The model
m
represeenting a tenssile specimeen has been sstudies and F
FE Analysis were
performed. Different
D
mesh refinemeent study waas performedd to achievee the best reesults
an
nd singularitty results at the free edg
ge of the speecimen. The mesh was ffiner towardss y=b
(ccloser to the free edge) and
a z=h (at th
he interphasse of lamina)) which is thhe area of intterest.
Five widthwise
w
reefinements were
w
consideered. The m
models had 110, 20 40, 800 and
120-graded divisions
d
in the
t width dirrection. All the models were gradedd to have sm
maller
ellements neaar the outerr free edgess and largerr divisions in the midddle width oof the
sp
pecimen. Alll five idealizzations are presented
p
inn Figure 2.6 these modells were analyzed.
th
hen the σx and
a τyz distriibution alon
ng the widthh closer to xx=0 were plootted. Numbber of
nodes and eleements in thee model is sh
hown in Tabble 2.2
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Table
T
2.2 Meesh Refinem
ment along y-Direction
y

Model

x-Div

y-Div

z-Div
z

G
Grading

No. of
Elements

No. off
nodess

1

5

40

4

4

800

6,400

2

5

40

8

8

1,600

12,8000

3

5

40

16

16

3,200

25,6000

4

5

40

32

32

6,400

51,2000

5

5

40

64

64

12,800

102,4000

The th
hickness refiinement wass studied forr 4, 8, 16, 322 and 64 diviisions for eaach of
th
he lamina th
hickness, wh
hereas, x an
nd y remainiing constantt at 5 and 440 divisions. The
nu
umber of diivisions in th
he length dirrection is coonstant becaause the streesses are connstant
accross the len
ngth of the specimen.
s
Figure 2.7 shhows differennt thicknesss idealizationns. σz
an
nd τyz were plotted at 1-node behiind the freee edge. Tablle 2.3 show
ws the numbber of
ellement that was
w used in each of the models
m
for thhis refinemeent study.

h Refinemen
nt along Z-D
Direction
Figurre 2.7 Mesh
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Table 2.3 Mesh Refinement along z-Direction

Model

x-Div

y-Div

z-Div

Grading

No. of
Elements

No. of
nodes

1

5

10

16

10

800

6,400

2

5

20

16

20

1,600

12,800

3

5

40

16

40

3,200

25,600

4

5

80

16

80

6,400

51,200

5

5

120

16

120

9,600

76,800

2.3.4 Analysis Procedure
Using the method described above the mathematical model and the material
attributes. The model was idealized using the 3-D SOLID46 as explained in the mesh
refinement section. The material properties and the fiber orientation was defined. The
boundary conditions were imposed as explained in section 2.3.4. The linear elastic
analysis of the model was conducted using the ANSYS Sparse solver. The results were
obtained from the solved model at the critical regions using the post processing module to
output all stress and strains. The ANSYS total nodal stress at each of the nodes in x, y, z ,
xy, yz, xz direction in the critical regions were used in this analysis. Average axial
normal stress σx0 was computed by extracting the reaction at x=0 plane on the specimen
and dividing by the area of cross section. The reaction load for the models used for mesh
refinement analysis were found to be 55,511 lbs, the average σx was found to be 55,390
ksi. To verify this value the average stress was also calculated using the Young’s
modulus equation σ=Exε0. The laminate Ex was found to be 5.539 x106 psi from the
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mmTexlam
m
code
c
availablle in [3]. The calculatedd average streess for 1% aaxial strain ((ε0) is
55,390 psi wh
hich is exacttly the same as the FE reesult. Analysis was repeeated for diffferent
mesh
m
and the interlaminaar stresses weere examinedd at critical rregions.

2.4 Results of
o (0n/90n)s Laminate
L
2.4.1 Refinem
ment Study fo
or (0/90)s La
aminate
As ex
xplained preeviously meesh refinem
ment study w
was conduccted in y aand z
directions of the model, the results are
a presenteed. Figure 2..8a shows thhe distributioon of
in
nterlaminar normal
n
σz(y,,h) normalizzed by σx0 foor different reefinement inn y-directionn. The
grraded discreetization ranged from 10
0-120 divisioons. The absscissa is norrmalized by halfwidth
w
(b) of the
t specimen
n and the orrdinate is norrmalized vallue of σz. Figure 2.8b sshows
an
n enlarged view
v
of the 10% of the width from the free edgge. The genneral shape oof the
cu
urves agree very well with
w the resu
ults shown iin (Daniel aand Isahi, 19994). The noormal
sttress is zero on the insid
de of the lam
minate and iis singular aat the free eddge. As it caan be
seeen except for
f 10 divisiions mesh refinement,
r
tthe rest of tthe refinemeents show a very
cllose agreem
ment with oth
hers. Also, the curves arre very smoooth for messh higher thaan 10
divisions. Fu
urthermore, the result of mesh reefinement oof 40 divisions and hhigher
s
identiccal results.
reefinements shows
Figuree 2.9 showss the interlam
minar out oof plane sheear stress distribution foor τyz
accross the haalf-width of the
t laminatee along the iinterphase. H
Here the oveerall shape oof the
cu
urve shows that it is in agreement with referennce (Daniel and Isahi, 11994). The rresult
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frrom mesh reefinement off 20 and high
her shows thhe curve to bbe smooth annd goes to zeero at
th
he free edgees as it shou
uld be. Figurre 2.9b show
ws the enlargged view off 10% of thee free
ed
dge. Here th
he results forr the mesh with
w 40 divissions and aboove shows a better value and
iss in close ag
greement with others. Based
B
on thee results from
m the widthh wise refineement
sttudies 40 graaded division
ns have been
n chosen forr y-axis in thhis research.

(a)

(b)
Figure
F
2.8 Distribution of normalizzed interlam
minar normaal stress σz aacross the w
width
off the lamina
ate (0/90)s (a
a) half-widtth of laminaate (b) 10% of width froom
frree edge forr different width
w
wise reefinement
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(aa)

(bb)
Figure
F
2.9 Distribution of normalizzed interlam
minar normaal stress τyz across the
width
w
of the laminate (0
0/90)s (a) hallf-width of llaminate (b)) 10% of wiidth
frrom free edg
ge for differrent width w
wise refinem
ment.
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The mesh for the model in y-direction has been determined, in this part the results
from the z-direction refinement has been discussed. Figures 2.10 to 2.13 show the stress
distribution for the thickness refinement study.
Figure 2.10a shows the distribution of interlaminar shear stress normalized by σx0
for different values of z-direction refinements from 4 graded divisions to 64 graded
divisions for half-width of the specimen. The stresses are close to 0 in the middle and
increases towards the free edges. At the free edge the stress is singular due to the
difference in the material properties between the lamina. The overall stresses distribution
matches the figures from Daniel and Isahi (Daniel and Isahi, 1994). But as the number of
divisions increases the σz increase at free edge, which is an indication of singularity of σz
at free edge. Figure 2.10b shows and enlarged view of the normalized interlaminar stress
σz closed to the free edge of the specimen. Here it can be seen that models with 4
divisions are more shows very good and same stress distribution. However, the model
with 16 graded divisions show a better and smooth distribution in agreement with the
figures in Daniel and Isahi (Daniel and Isahi, 1994) of the stress compared to the other
models.
Figure 2.11 shows the normalized stress distribution for τyz with respect to y/b for
different divisions in z. From Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11, it can be seen that the models
with 16 divisions will clearly describe stresses at the free edge. This mesh refinement is
used throughout the study.
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(aa)

(bb)
Figure
F
2.10 Distribution
D
n of normaliized interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the
width
w
of thee laminate (0/90)
(
alf-width off laminate (b
b) 10% of w
width
s (a) ha
from
f
free ed
dge for diffeerent thickn
ness refinem
ment
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(a)

(b)
Figure
F
2.11 Distribution
D
n of normaliized interlam
minar norm
mal stress τyyz across thee
width
w
of thee laminate (0/90)
(
(a)
ha
alf-width
of
f laminate (b
b) 10% of w
width
s
from
f
free ed
dge for diffeerent thickn
ness refinem
ment
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Figuree 2.12 and Figure
F
2.13 shows distriibution of noormalized sttresses σz annd τyz
th
hrough the th
hickness of the
t specimen
n at the free edge. Basedd on the figuures it can bee seen
th
hat the distriibution of sttresses is con
ntinuous andd similar to the results ffrom the woork of
Pipes and Pag
gano (Pipes and Pagano
o, 1970). Thee distributionn of stressess is better foor any
models
m
more than 8 divissions in thick
kness directiion. As the nnumber of diivisions incrreases
th
he stress disstribution beecomes smo
oother at thee interface tthe stresses increases aas the
nu
umber of div
visions increeases indicatting singularrity at that loocation.

Figure
F
2.12 Distribution
D
n of normaliized interlam
minar norm
mal σz throu
ugh the
thickness
t
att free edge for
f (0/90)s laaminate, forr mesh refin
nement in zdirection
d
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Figure
F
2.13 Distribution
D
n of normaliized interlam
minar norm
mal τyz throu
ugh the
thickness
t
att free edge for
f (0/90)s laaminate, forr mesh refin
nement in zdirection
d

Based
d on the abov
ve results a graded
g
divission of 40 haas been seleccted for the w
width
of the specim
men and a grraded divisio
on of 16 hass been selectted in the thhickness direection
or this researrch. Since th
he loading co
onsidered is a uniform eextension ( εx0) in x-direection
fo
th
he stresses are
a constant in x-plane. A coarse 5 ggraded divission model hhas been sellected
fo
or x-axis meshing.
2.4.2 Verifica
ation of Mod
deling
Based
d on mesh refinement
r
study
s
FEA m
model has bbeen established and is now
o verify the accuracy o f the modell with existinng literaturee. For
reeady for furtther study to
(0
0/90)s modeel work of Nguyen an
nd Caron (N
Nguyen andd Caron, 20009), Wangg and
Crossman
C
(W
Wang and Crrossman, 19
977) and Paggano (Paganno, 1978) haave been chhosen.
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Wang and Crossman conducted numerical analysis using finite element method to study
the stress fields of cross-ply laminates. The stress distribution close to the free edges were
studied for the singular behavior of the stresses. Pagano proposed an approximate and
simple solutions theory for predicting the stress distribution across the interphase of the
laminate using the layer equilibrium principle. Nguyen and Caron derived a new layer
wise model using the M4-5n was proposed. All the results shown seem to agree with each
other very well as shown in the work of Nguyen and Caron for a cross ply laminate.
Figure 2.14 shows the distribution of normalized stress normalized σz across the
half-width of the specimen. The model used in the present work is plotted to compare
with existing literature. The results have been plotted at the 0 and 90 interphase. As it can
be seen that the results obtained in the present research matches well with the results in
literature Wang and Crossman (Wang and Crossman, 1977) and Nguyen and Caron
(Nguyen and Caron, 2009). The present results show a smoother curve probably due to a
more refined meshing.
Similarly, Figure 2.15 shows the normalized distribution of τyz across the width of
the specimen. The results from present research have been compared with the results in
the literature and has been found to agree very well. Figure 2.16 shows the normalized
value of σz through the thickness of the specimen. Comparing to the previous work, the
stress values at the free edge seems to be defined well in the present work however the
overall results agree well in this case also. This is because of the higher mesh refinement
compared to the existing literature.
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Figure
F
2.14 Distribution
D
n of normaliized interlam
minar norm
mal σz acrosss the width of
laminate
l
(0//90)s for com
mparison w
with literaturre

Figure
F
2.15 Normalized
N
τyz across the
t width foor comparison with literature for
(0/90)s
(
lamiinate, bare interface
i
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Figure
F
2.16 Normalized
N
σz across th
he width forr comparisoon with literrature for
(0/90)
(
nate, bare interface at the free edgge
s lamin

Based
d on the mesh refinemeent study annd comparisoon of the innterlaminar sstress
reesults of the present worrk with the previous
p
liteerature, it caan be concludded that the FEA
models
m
developed for (0/9
90)s is accurrate for all otther analysiss and furtherr work.
2.4.3 Effect off Ply Grouping
A nu
umber of pllies in the same direcction are luumped togetther for easse of
manufacturin
m
ng and handliing for a mu
ulti directionaal laminate, making the laminate thiick. It
iss more desirrable that th
he stacking be
b in singlee layers for design, but there must be a
trrade-off betw
ween manuffacturability
y and optimiization. Thiis method oof using muultiple
plies in the saame direction
n is called plly-grouping.. A schematiic of ply groouping of twoo and
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fo
our layers haave been sho
own in Figurre 2.2 a and b. The distaance from thee free edge tto the
point where the
t interlamiinar edge stresses exists at the interpphase is calleed the edge sstress
s
are zero in the center and iit is very diffficult to finnd the
distance, sincce the edge stresses
xact location
n on the wid
dth where thee stress is zeero, the valuue has been ddetermined bbased
ex
on
n the 0.05%
% stress level from zero line, the eddge distance and the 0.005% criteria have
been shown in
n Figure 2.17.

Figure 2..17 Edge strress distancce

s
detaiils the study
y of effect off ply groupiing on the edge distancee in a
This section
laaminate. Fig
gure 2.18 and
d Figure 2.19, shows thee graph for normalized σz and τyz aacross
th
he width of laminate
l
forr n varying from
f
1 to 100, respectively. A distance over which σz
orr τyz is greater than 0.05
5% of axial stress is connsidered to be the edgee distance. A
As the
nu
umber of pllies decreasees in the lam
mina the eddge distance also decreaases. Figure 2.20
sh
hows the plo
ot of normalized edge distance
d
for different plyy grouping. . For (0/90)s the
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ed
dge distancee is about 1.2
25 times thee thickness oof the laminaate. The daata relevant tto the
ed
dge distancee for (0n/90n)s has been presented
p
in T
Table 2.4.

Figure 2.18
8 Effect of Grouping
G
off Plies on σz in a laminaate for a lam
minate (0n/90n)s

Figure 2.19
9 Effect of Grouping
G
off Plies on τyzz in a laminaate for a lam
minate (0n/990n)s
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Figure 2.20
0 Variation of Edge Disstance with Ply Grouping

Table
T
2.4 Variation
V
of edge distan
nce with ply grouping ffor (0n/90n)s laminate foor
bare interfacce
2b (wid
dth)

No. off plies

La
amina thickn
ness

Edgee distance, in
n

[d/t] %

0.5

1

0.02

0.045

1.25

0.5

2

0.04

0.090

1.25

0.5

4

0.08

0.180

1.25

0.5

6

0.12

0.270

1.25

0.5

8

0.16

0.360

1.25

0.5

10
1

0.20

0.450

1.25

0.5

12
1

0.24

0.540

1.25
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Effectt of width off the panel on
n edge distaance was studdied and fouund that the w
width
did not have any
a effect on
n the edge diistance exceept for n=1 fo
for the panel width of 0.55”, 1”
an
nd 1.5”. Vaariation of normalized σz with the w
width of thee specimen for the last 10%
to
owards the edge of thee specimen, for differennt thicknesss of the plyy between .000050.005”, has also been stu
udied. Based on the plot it can be cooncluded thatt as the thickkness
of the ply red
duces the edg
ge distance and the interrlaminar streesses decreaases These reesults
have been sho
own in Appeendix B. Thu
us proving tthe conceptss of previouss research stuudied
by
y various au
uthors in Shin
n et al. (Sihn
n, Kim, Kazuumasa, and T
Tsai, 2007).

2.5 Results of
o (+45n/-45n)s Laminatte
2.5.1 Problem
m definition
Thiss section ou
utlines the reesults for deeveloping a model for ccross ply (+
+45n/45n)s laminate. The geom
metry of thee specimen is the samee as that of (0n/90n)s caase as
sh
hown in Fig
gure 2.21 which
w
has beeen used byy Pipes and Pagano (Piipes and Paggano,
1970) and Raaju and Crew
ws (Raju and
d Crews, 19881). The Plyy orientationn and the staccking
ve been illusstrated in Fig
gure 2.21a aand b. As inn the case off (0n/90n)s thhe ply
seequence hav
grrouping con
nsidered for this study of
o interlamiinar stressess are also n=
=2 and n=10, an
ex
xample of plly grouping for (+θn/-θn)s has been i llustrated inn Figure 2.222a and b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure
F
2.21 Schematic
S
of
o (+45n/-45n)s laminatee (a) Full lam
minate (b) ccross section
n of
laminate
l

Figure
F
2.22 Concept
C
of Ply
P Groupin
ng for (+45n/-45n)s laminate

2.5.2 Modelin
ng
For the (+45n/--45n)s modeeling techniique used aand the finitte element mesh
generation is the same ass that of (0n/90
/ n)s laminaate. Figure 22.23 shows tthe mathematical
model
m
that iss considered
d for the (+4
45n/-45n)s casse. Figure 22.23a shows the full phyysical
model
m
and th
he 1/8th mod
del part that is considereed as the maathematical model. Althhough
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th
he model app
pears to be symmetric
s
in
n x, y and z ddirection. Duue to the fibber orientatioon the
mode
m
is not symmetricall in y-directtion. But thee stress respponse has been shown to be
an
nti-symmetrric about thee y=0 plane Wang and Crossman ((Wang and C
Crossman, 11977)
an
nd Raju and Crews (Raju
u and Crewss, 1981).
Hencee, for simplicity 1/8th off a Figure 22.23b showss the boundaary conditionn and
th
he stacking of
o the +45° and -45° lay
yers in the m
model. Figurre 2.23c show
ws the interpphase
between +45 and -45, reegion of intterest wheree the stresses are studieed as part off this
reesearch. Thee mesh refiined model of 40 divissions in y-ddirection, 166 divisions in zdirection for each ply and
a 5 divisio
ons in x-dirrection samee as the onne considereed for
(0
0n/90n)s has also
a been used for the (+
+45n/-45n)s aanalysis.

Figure
F
2.23 Mathematic
M
cal Model off Bare interrface for (+445n/-45n)s laminate (a) F
Full
Model
M
of lam
minate, (b) Symmetricc 1/8th Modeel, (c) Cross section of 11/8th
model
m
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2.5.3 Verification of Modeling
Similar to the (0n/90n)s case the current model (+45n/-45n)s was also verified
against the current literature for its accuracy. Raju and Crews (Raju and Crews, 1981)
studied the stress distribution at the free edges of the cross ply laminate using finite
element method, the results from this work has been used to compare the results of the
present model developed in this research. Figure 2.24 shows the comparison between the
results for existing literature and the current results for distribution of normal stress σz
normalized across the half-width. As it can be observed, the current results agree very
well with the literature. Figure 2.25 shows the comparison between the results for
existing literature and the current results for distribution of shear stress τxz across the
half-width of the laminate. The results agree very well with the results from the present
model.
Figure 2.26 shows the distribution of normal stress through the thickness of the
specimen at the free edge. The figure shows that the current results agree very well with
the existing literature. Based on the comparison of the it can be concluded that the current
model (+45n/-45n)s agrees well with the literature and is accurate enough for further
analysis work.
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Figure
F
2.24 Normalized
N
σz across th
he width forr comparisoon with literrature for (+
+45/45)s
4 lamina
ate, Bare intterface

Figure
F
2.25 Normalized
N
τxz across the
t width foor comparison with literature for
(+45/-45)
(
la
aminate,
Ba
are
interfacee
s
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Figure
F
2.26 Normalized
N
σz through
h the thickneess for comp
parison with literaturee for
(+45/-45)
(
aminate, Ba
are interfacee
s la

2.5.4 Effect off Ply Grouping
A stu
udy was peerformed to
o understandd the effecct of ply ggrouping onn the
nterlaminar edge
e
stressess. An examp
ple of ply grrouping of tw
wo and four for (+θn/-θn)s has
in
ws the norm
been shown in
i Figure 2.2
22. Figure 2..27 and Figuure 2.28 show
malized σz annd τxz
fo
or different values forr ply group
ping respecctively. Forr the (+45n/-45n)s casee the
normalized edge
e
distancce is higherr for singlee ply laminnate at 1.755 times lam
minate
th
hickness and
d decreases as the numb
ber of pliess increases aand remains constant arround
0.83 times the thickness of
o the lamin
nate. The ressults has alsoo been comppared to the work
of Pipes and Pagano
P
who
o concluded that
t the edgee distance iss equal to thee thickness oof the
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laaminate this has been shown in Figu
ure 2.29. (Pippes and Pagaano, 1970). T
The data forr edge
distances for (+45n/-45n)s have been presented
p
in Table 2.5

Figure
F
2.27 Effect
E
of Grrouping of Plies
P
on σx in
n a laminate for a lamiinate (+45n/-45
4 n) s

Figure
F
2.28 Effect
E
of Grrouping of Plies
P
on τxz iin a laminatte for a lamiinate (+45n//45
4 n) s
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Figure
F
2.29 Effect
E
of Grrouping of Plies
P
in a lam
minate for a (+45n/-45n)s (Pipes and
Pagano,
P
197
70)
Table
T
2.5 Variation
V
of edge distan
nce with ply grouping ffor (45n/-45n)s laminate for
bare interfacce
2b (width)

No. of
o plies

La
amina thickn
ness

Edge distance, in

[d/t] %

0.5

1

0.02

0.07

1.75

0.5

2

0.04

0.11

1.38

0.5

4

0.08

0.20

1.25

0.5

6

0.12

0.24

1.00

0.5

8

0.16

0.30

0.94

0.5

10
1

0.20

0.35

0.88

0.5

12
1

0.24

0.40

0.83
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d
with
h ply groupping for thee different ppanel widthh was
Effectt of edge distance
sttudied. The results indiccate that the width of thhe panel doees not have any effect oon the
ch
hange in ply
y grouping. Variation off normalizedd τxz with thhe width of the specimeen for
th
he last 5% to
owards the edge
e
of the specimen,
s
foor different thickness off the ply bettween
.0
0005-0.005” this has beeen shown in
n Appendix B
B. Based onn the plot it ccan be conclluded
th
hat as the th
hickness of the
t ply redu
uces the edgge distance aand the inteerlaminar strresses
decreases. Th
hus proving the concepts of previouus research sstudied by vvarious authoors in
(S
Sihn, Kim, Kazumasa,
K
an
nd Tsai, 200
07)

2.6 Summary
y
A finiite width (0
0n/90n)s and (+45n/-45n) s laminates subjected teensile stresss was
modeled
m
usin
ng 3-D finitte element model.
m
A m
mesh refinem
ment study w
was conductted to
demonstrate the
t accuracy
y of the inteerlaminar strresses near the free edgges. A 40 grraded
division in th
he width dirrection and 16 graded divisions thhrough the tthickness in each
laamina were found
f
to giv
ve a good desscription of the interlam
minar stressess and was ussed in
th
his research. The finer division
d
was chosen closser to the freee edge acrooss the widthh and
to
owards the lamina
l
interrphase in th
he thickness direction. T
The results from the prresent
model
m
agreed
d very well with the liteerature A sttudy of the effect of eddge distance over
which
w
the intterlaminar sttresses was performed. The edge ddistance (bassed on the 00.05%
ax
xial stress crriteria) is ab
bout 1.25 tim
mes the lamiinate thickneess for (0n/990n)s laminatee and
varies from 1.75 to 0.8 tim
mes the lam
minate thicknness for ply ggrouping of one to twelvve for
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(+45n/-45n)s laminate. The refined FE model developed here and is used in the analysis of
problems in Chapter 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER
C
R3
MODEL
LING AND
D ANALY
YSIS OF R
RESIN INT
TERPHAS
SE LAYE
ER
COMPO
OSITE LA
AMINATE
ES

As prreviously staated that the interphasee regions beetween dissimilarly oriented
plies consistin
ng of thin layer of resin which proviides the transition betweeen the plies.. This
ch
hapter will focus on meeasuring thee interphase thickness, analysis of the (0n/90n)s and
(+
+45n/-45n)s laminates
l
inccluding the resin layer aand assessinng the interlaaminar stressses at
th
he edges. Vaariation of th
he edge stresses were als o assessed fo
for different approximatiion of
reesin layer prroperties naamely, elastiic, elastic-pllastic and noon-linear maaterial. The nonliinear material is represeentation of nano fabricc composite layer that is envisioneed by
polymer nano
o fabric interrleaving. Beccause the moodeling invoolves a layerr of resin bettween
ad
djacent pliess this model will be term
med here as ““realistic moodel”

3.1 Measurem
ment of Inteerphase Ressin Layer T
Thickness
In orrder to meaasure the actual
a
thickkness of thhe interphase layer a good
microscopic
m
picture is necessary.
n
To
T obtain thiis picture, tthe laminatee specimen cross
seection surfaace has to be
b prepared and polisheed using a polishing m
machine, succh as
Buehler
B
polishing mach
hine shown in Figure 3.1. The laaminate speecimen was first
prrepared usin
ng an epoxy potting matterial to makke it easier tto polish as shown in F
Figure
3.2 and was prepared and polished
d using 600,, 900 and 11200 grit paapers for cooarse,
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intermediate and fine polishing respectively. The thickness of the interphase is
determined using the cross section. The resin interphase layer thickness has been
measured using the Nikon Optical microscope, a sample of the image obtained and is
shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.1 Specimen polishing machine

Figure 3.2 Casted laminate in a resin
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Figuree 3.3 Optica
al microscop
py of 0/90 in
nterphase

matic sectionn of an inteerphase layeer to indicatte the
Figuree 3.4 showss the schem
crriteria that has
h been used for measu
uring the inteerphase thickkness. Figurre 3.5a show
ws the
crross section of the lamin
nate to measu
ure the thickkness of the llamina and tthe interphasse for
(0
0/90)s laminaate. From th
he Figure it can
c be seen tthat the ply tthickness is about 0.01”” (250
μm) for each ply and 2.3 x10-4” (5.7μm) of the iinterphase thhickness. Thhe percentagge of
he interphasee with refereence to ply th
hickness is aabout 4.5%.
th
The interphase
i
th
hickness waas also meaasured for llaminate wiith a nano-ffabric
in
nterleave. Figure
F
3.5b shows
s
a cross section oof the laminaate with lay--up (0/i/90/ii/45)s.
The
T nano fabric is too sm
mall for it to be
b visible inn the optical microscope.. A close up view
has been sho
own to meaasure the thiickness of tthe interleavve. Based oon the figurre the
th
hickness of the
t interphasse is about 1.3
1 x10-4” (3..3 μm) and tthe thicknesss of the lamina is
ab
bout 0.006” (150 μm). The percen
ntage of nanno interphasse thickness with the laamina
th
hickness is about
a
4.5%. Based
B
on thee thickness ccalculations the percentaage thickness that
iss used in thiss research is 2.5%, 5% and
a 7.5% of tthe ply thickkness to coveer the extrem
mities
of the interp
phase thickn
ness. Based on this sellection the thickness sselected for both
58

(0
0n/90n)s and (+45n/-45n)s laminate for
f 2.5%, 5%
% and 7.5%
% are 1.25x110-4” (3.175 μm),
2.5x10-4” (6.3
350 μm) and 3.75x10-4” (9.525μm)
(
reespectively.

Figure 3.4 Appro
oximating in
nterphase reesin layer

(a)

(b)
Figure
F
3.5 Cross section
n of laminate (a) for (0//90)s laminaate(b) for naano interleaave
(0
0/i/90/i/45)s laminate
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Figure 3.6 Bare inteerface modeel

3.2 Material Properties of Interpha
ase Region
The unidirectiona
u
al material properties
p
off AS4/3501--6 carbon/eppoxy used foor the
laaminate are listed in the Table 2.1. The
T matrix uused in the iinterphase reegion is assuumed
to
o be Epoxy (3501-6)
(
thaat has 3 diffeerent propertties; Elastic (E=0.5msi(33.5GPa), n =
=0.3),
ellastic-plasticc (E = 0.5mssi (3.5GPa) for 0<ε<3%
% and σ =10kksi (69MPa)) for ε > 3%
%) and
laastly nonlineear as show
wn in Figure 3.7. The nnon-linear m
matrix interphhase stress-sstrain
cu
urve was assumed to bee an approxiimate repressentation of electrospunn Nylon 66 nnanofaabric/Epoxy material. Th
he stress straain curve was determineed using connstituent maaterial
prroperties as described beelow.

ure 3.7 Diffeerent Materrial Propertiies used forr Matrix Intterphase
Figu
60

The individual material
m
prop
perties and the stress-S
Strain curve of electro--Spun
nano Nylon-6
66 fabric (L
Lingaiah, Shiivakumar, annd Sadler, 22008) and thhe Epoxy 35501-6
Daniel and Isahi,
I
1994) was used an
nd are show
wn Figure 3.88. Using the rule of Mixxtures
(D
(D
Daniel and Isahi,
I
1994) and based on
o the volum
me fraction of the nanoo-fabric the sstress
sttrain curve was
w determined. The mechanical prroperties of the compossite has also been
sh
hown in Fig
gure 3.7 to compare
c
with
h the linear--elastic and the elastic-pplastic interpphase
material
m
prop
perties.

Figure
F
3.8 Component material
m
prooperties of N
Nano and E
Epoxy

3.3 Modeling
g of Compossite laminatte with Resiin interphasse layer
As staated previou
usly analysiss reported too date were on mathem
matical interpphase
models.
m
The resin layer, which actu
ually exists bbetween thee two layers was considdered,
here the resin
n layer is app
proximated to 2.5% , 5%
% and 7.5%
% of the ply tthickness annd the
saame two claassical probllems were an
nalyzed usinng 3-D FEA
A. To undersstand the staate of
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sttress within and outside the interphaase layer threee types of rresin materiaal properties were
co
onsidered, th
hey are Lineear elastic, Ellastic-plasticc and Non-liinear modelss.
To stu
udy the effeect of ply grrouping eachh layer was assumed to be consistinng of
different num
mber of pliies (n=2 to
o n=10). Thhe ply thicckness was assumed tto be
0.005”(0.127 mm), The region
r
of intterlaminar sttress dominaance also caalled as bounndary
laayer thicknessses was assessed for diffferent ply ggroups.
The overall
o
probllem geometrry and loadiing is same as the probblem analyzzed in
Chapter
C
2. Th
he length off the specim
men is L=4”( 101.2mm), tthe width off the specim
men is
2b
b=1”(25.4m
mm), total lam
minate thick
kness of h=44t, where t iss the thickneess of the lam
mina.
The
T lamina th
hickness (h)) is sum of the
t fiber layyer and the innterphase thhickness. Buut this
prroblem has interphase region
r
betweeen 0° and 990° plies annd +45° andd -45° plies. The
-4
in
nterphase thiickness are 1.25x10
1
” (3.2 μm), 2.55x10-4” (6.4 μm) and 3.775x10-4” (9.5μm)

fo
or 2.5%, 5% and 7.5% off the ply thicckness respeectively.
d b shows thee mathematiical model of the problem
m and symm
metric
Figuree 3.10 a and
1//8th of the geometry.
g
The
T loading is uniform axial strain in x-directiion. Figure 3.10c
sh
hows a crosss section of the laminatee with (+θ/--θ)s laminatee and the intterphase bettween
th
he +θ and –θ
θ layers.

Figure
F
3.9 Schematic
S
of
o laminate w
with the intterphase reggion
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Figure
F
3.10 Mathematic
M
cal model off (+θ/-θ)s lam
minate (a) F
Full Model oof laminate,, (b)
th
Symmetric
S
1/8 Modell, (c) Cross S
Section of 11/8th Model

3.4 Finite Eleement Anallysis
Figuree 3.11 shows the FE ideealization thrrough the thhickness of tthe layer bettween
th
he lamina. The
T 3D FE considered
c
for
fo the interpphase regionn of the moddel has 40 grraded
divisions in y-direction,
y
5 equal div
visions in xx-direction aand 4 gradedd divisions in zhe meshing of the lamin
na region iss the same as the baree interface m
model
direction. Th
hown in Ch
hapter 2. Th
he grading was selecteed such thatt the element sizes redduced
sh
to
owards the free
fr edge and
d to the centter of interphhase region. Within the iinterphase reegion
th
he refinemen
nt was away
y from the ceenter. Then the 3-D soliid model waas developedd and
an
nalyzed in the
t same maanner as exp
plained in C
Chapter 2. B
Because the model is reefined
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en
nough based
d on the con
nvergence sttudy made inn Chapter 2 , the same model was used
th
hroughout th
he study. Also,
A
the sam
me model w
was used foor the (+455n/-45n)s lam
minate
an
nalysis.

Figure
F
3.11 Finite
F
elemeent idealizattion through
h the thickn
ness with the interphase
layer
l
(a) Fu
ull width, (b) Closer to tthe free edgge

v
criticcal regions where
w
the innterlaminar sstress outputt was obtainned is
The various
prresented in Figure 3.12.. The ANSY
YS total noddal stress σx, σy, σz, τxy, τyz, τxz at iin the
crritical regio
ons were ex
xamined. Av
verage axiaal normal sttress σx0 w
was computeed by
ex
xtracting thee reaction att x=0 plane on the speccimen and ddividing by the area of cross
seection. Vario
ous values of
o σx0 for analysis that has been peerformed in this chapterr are
performed in
n Table 3.1. In this chap
pter analysiss have been conducted for two diffferent
/ n)s and (+
+45n/-45n)s, different
d
thicckness of thee interphasee and for diffferent
laaminates (0n/90
material
m
of th
he interphasee namely elastic, elastic-pplastic and nnon-linear.
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Figure 3.1
12 Region of
o interest foor study of eedge stressees.

Table
T
3.1 Av
verage norm
mal stress (σ
σx0) ksi (MPaa) for different laminaate models

Lamin
nate interp
phase
(% of ply thickn
ness)

(0n/990n)s

(+45n/-45n)s

Ba
are interfacee

118 ((813)

30.5 (210.3)

Ply Thickness
T
2.5%

109 ((751)

31.0 (214.0)

Ply Thickness
T
5.0%

108 ((744)

30.5 (210.3)

Ply Thickness
T
7.5%

106 ((731)

30.0 (207.0)

3.5 Results
Resultts are groupeed into threee parts as folllows:
1.

Elastic interphase materials
m
off (02/902)s annd (+452/-4552)s laminatees to differenntiate
responsse between bare
b interfacee and resin innterphase

2.

Ply grou
uping to und
derstand how
w the ply groouping impaccts interlamiinar edge strresses

3.

Elastic plastic and nonlinear resin materiaal to assess the impact of material nonlinearity
y on interlam
minar edge stresses
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These results expected to answer the questions if the modeling of resin interphase
region is necessary and if the non-linearity of the interphase material will help to mitigate
the edge stresses in cross-ply and angle-ply laminates.
3.5.1 Elastic Interphase Material
In this section the results for the analysis of resin interphase model compared with
different thickness of resin interphase has been presented.
3.5.1.1 (02/902)s laminate with a resin interphase
Figure 3.13 to Figure 3.15 show the variation of interlaminar normal stress along
the laminate width. The figures indicate results for three different resin layer and
thicknesses namely 2.5%, 5% and 7.5% of the laminate ply thickness (h). Because there
could be three possible plots in the interphase region these three plots are shown. Figure
3.13a is for the region (A) at the 0° ply and the resin interphase, Figure 3.14a is at the
mid thickness of the resin layer (B) and Figure 3.15a is at the resin interphase and the 90°
ply. In all these cases σz appears to show a singularity response. The σz stress distribution
very close to the free edge is shown in Figure 3.13b, Figure 3.14b and Figure 3.15b for
regions A, B and C respectively. Because the case A and C represent the mathematical
interphase, the σz response shows singularity. However, for the case B (thin ply layer
only), σz is less severe compared to the bare interface. As the resin layer thickness
increases (2.5%, 5% and 7.5%) the magnitude of σz at the free edge reduces see Figure
3.14b), indicating that the stresses in the resin layer is non-singular. The stress
distribution of σz shows it is trending towards 0, this could be due to the mechanical
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prroperties of interface an
nd the 90° laayer being nnearly similaar in the axiaal direction. The
siingularity ass stated by previously in many invesstigations (W
Wang and Crrossman, 19777) is
an
n artifact of mathematicaal modeling.

(a)

(b)
Figure
F
3.13 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the w
width for
(0
( 2/902)s lam
minate at 0 and matrixx interphasee(a) one-halff width (b) n
near
the
t edge
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(a)

(bb)
Figure
F
3.14 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the w
width for
(0
( 2/902)s lam
minate at mid
m thicknesss of matrixx interphasee (a) one-hallf
width
w
(b) neear the edgee
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(aa)

(bb)
Figure
F
3.15 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the w
width for
(0
( 2/902)s lam
minate at matrix
m
interp
phase and 990° lamina (a) one-half
width
w
(b) neear the edgee
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Figuree 3.16 to Figure 3.18 sh
hows the vaariation of innterlaminar shear stresss (τyz)
allong the wiidth of the laminate at location A
A, B and C respectivelyy for resin layer
th
hickness 2.5
5%, 5.0% an
nd 7.5% off the ply thiickness. The response of the curvves at
in
nterfaces (A and C) is similar
s
to tho
ose in the liiterature. Thhe response, at location B, at
mid-thickness
m
s of the resin
n layer the stress responnse is smoothher, lower annd turning soooner
to
o 0 for resin interphase models
m
com
mpared to thee bare interfaace. Similar to the case of σz
th
he stress τyz in location C is trendin
ng towards 00, this can aalso be attribbuted to maaterial
prroperties beiing similar in
n x-axis.

(aa)
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(b)
Figure
F
3.16 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr stress τyz aacross the width for (02//902)s
laminate
l
at 0° and mattrix interphase (a) one--half width ((b) near thee
edge
e

(aa)
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(b)
Figure
F
3.17 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr stress τyz aacross the width for (02//902)s
laminate
l
at mid thickn
ness of matriix interphasse (a) one-h
half width (b
b)
near
n
the edg
ge

(a)
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(b)
Figure
F
3.18 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr stress τyz aacross the width for (02//902)s
laminate
l
at matrix and
d 90° interph
hase (a) onee-half width
h (b) near th
he
edge
e

gure 3.21 sh
hows the varriation of intterlaminar nnormal stresss (σx)
Figuree 3.19 to Fig
th
hrough the thickness
t
off the laminatte at 2.5% oof half-widthh, 1.0% of hhalf width aand at
frree edge resspectively. The
T Figure 3.19 and F
Figure 3.20 shows that the stressees are
co
ontinuous an
nd are very close to thee bare interfaace model. H
However, Fiigure 3.21 sshows
th
hat the stresses are loweer than the bare
b
interfacce, but thesee are singulaarity stressess that
was
w seen in the
t width-wise plot. Thee plot indicaates that thee overall inteerlaminar noormal
an
nd shear stresses are higher throug
ghout the thiickness of thhe laminate compared tto the
bare interfacee. But it still has the sam
me trend as thhat of the barre interface m
model.
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Figure
F
3.19 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz th
hrough the tthickness for (02/902)s
laminate
l
at 2.5% width
h from edgee (P-Q), for realistic maatrix materiial

Figure
F
3.20 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz th
hrough the tthickness for (02/902)s
laminate
l
at 1% width from
f
edge (P-Q), for reealistic matrrix materiall
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Figure
F
3.21 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σ thrrough the th
hickness forr (02/902)s
laminate
l
at free edge, for
f realistic matrix matterial

Figuree 3.22 to Fig
gure 3.24 sho
ows the variaation of inteerlaminar sheear stress thrrough
th
he thickness of the laminate at 2.5%
% of half-widdth, 1.0% off half widthh and at free edge
reespectively. The Figure 3.22 and Fiigure 3.23 shhow that thee stresses are continuous and
arre very closee to the baree interface model.
m
Howeever, Figuree 3.24 showss that the strresses
arre lower than the bare in
nterface, butt these are siingularity strresses was sseen in the w
widthwise
w plot.
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Figure
F
3.22 Distribution
D
n of shear sttress τyz throough the thickness for (02/902)s 2.55%
of
o width fro
om the edge (P-Q), for rrealistic maatrix materiial

Figure
F
3.23 Distribution
D
n of shear sttress τyz throough the thickness for (02/902)s 1%
% of
width
w
from the edge (P
P-Q), for reaalistic matriix material
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Figure
F
3.24 Distribution
D
n of shear sttress τyz throough the thiickness for (02/902)s at ffree
edge,
e
for realistic matrrix material

Interlaaminar edgee stresses hav
ve been studdied for (0100/9010)s lam
minates and ffound
th
hat the respo
onse is similaar to 2 ply. These
T
plots hhave been shhown in Apppendix C.
Based
d on the an
nalysis of the
t
interlam
minar stressees comparedd with the base
in
nterphase an
nd a resin intterphase layeer of 2.5%, 55.0% and 7.5% of the plly thickness for a
crross ply lam
minate. It can
n be concludeed that theree is no signifficant effect of adding a layer
of resin interp
phase that iss linear elasttic in properrties, on the normal and stresses for FEA
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an
nalysis. How
wever, norm
mal stresses and
a the sheaar stresses tuurn to 0 soooner for the resin
in
nterphase compared to bare interfacee.
3.5.1.2 Anglee-ply (+452/-452)s lamina
ate with a ressin interphaase
Once again the interlaminar stress σz and τxz along innterphase reggion betweenn +45
an
nd -45 plies are examineed for bare and
a resin intterphase moddels. Figure 3.25-Figuree 3.27
sh
hows the varriation of intterlaminar normal
n
stresss (σz) along the width off the laminatte for
(+
+452/-452)s laminate.
l
Th
he figures in
nclude the rresults of diifferent resinn layer thickkness
namely 2.5%, 5.0% and 7.5% of the ply thickneess. The respponse of the curves is siimilar
to
o those from
m the literatu
ure. Figure 3.25b - Figgure 3.27b sshows the σz at A, B aand C
reespectively close
c
to the free
f edges. The
T location A and C reppresent the bbare interface and
th
he response is
i similar to the bare inteerface resultts in this reggion. The ressults at locatiion B
att the middle of the resin
n interphase, the stress rresponse is ssmoother andd the stress vvalue
decreases in the
t resin layeer thickness..

(aa)
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(bb)
Figure
F
3.25 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz foor (+452/-452)s laminate at 0 ° and
Matrix
M
interphase (a) One-half
O
wiidth (b) Neaar the edge aacross the w
width

(aa)
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(bb)
Figure
F
3.26 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz foor (+452/-452)s laminate at the mid-thickness
t
off the interph
hase (a) Onee-half width
h (b) Near tthe edge acrross
the
t width

(aa)
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(bb)
Figure
F
3.27 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz foor (+452/-452)s laminate at 90 ° and
d
matrix
m
interrphase (a) One-half
O
wiidth (b) Neaar the edge across the
width
w
for (+
+452/-452)s

Figuree 3.28 to Figure 3.30 sh
hows the vaariation of innterlaminar shear stresss (τxz)
allong the wid
dth of the lam
minate for (+
+452/-452)s. laminate. Thhe figures innclude the reesults
of different reesin layer th
hickness nam
mely 2.5%, 55.0% and 7.55% of the ply thicknesss. The
reesponse of th
he curves is similar to th
hose from thhe literature.. Figure 3.288 to Figure 33.30b
sh
hows the disstribution of shear stresses at A, B annd C respecttively close to the free eedges.
The
T location at A and C represent th
he bare interrface while tthe location B representts the
mid-location
m
of the resin
n layer stilll shows thatt the interphhase model helps loweer the
sttresses at reg
gions 1% fro
om the free edge.
e
The shhear stress aat location B for this lam
minate
iss also lower at the free edge,
e
as the thickness of the resin innterphase laayer increasees the
sttress values at the free ed
dge is lowerr as seen in F
Figure 3.29.
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(aa)

(bb)
Figure
F
3.28 Distribution
n of shear stress τxz forr (+452/-452)s laminate at 0 ° and
matrix
m
interrphase (a) One-half
O
wid
dth (b) Neaar the edge aacross the w
width
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(aa)

(bb)
Figure
F
3.29 Distribution
D
n of shear sttress τxz for (+452/-452)s laminate aat the midthickness
t
off the interph
hase (a) Onee-half width
h (b) Near tthe edge acrross
the
t width
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(aa)

(bb)
Figure
F
3.30 Distribution
D
n of shear sttress τxz for (+452/-452)s laminate aat 90 ° and
matrix
m
interrphase (a) One-half
O
wid
dth (b) Neaar the edge aacross the w
width
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Figuree 3.31 to Figure
F
3.33 show the normal streess distributtion throughh the
th
hickness for 2.5%, 1% frrom the free edge and att the free edgge. The distrribution is siimilar
to
o that of barre interface, except at 2.5% from thhe edge. Butt, the stressees are continnuous
accross the thickness of the laminate.
Figuree 3.31 shows the plot fo
or through thhe thickness for normal stress at disstance
of 2.5% widtth from freee edge. Heree it can be seen that thhe stresses fo
for the interpphase
model
m
is mucch lower thaan the bare in
nterface moddels betweenn the laminaa. A similar trend
caan be seen at
a 1% and 0..5% distancee from the fr
free edge. Thhis has been shown in F
Figure
3.32 and Figu
ure 3.33.

Figure
F
3.31 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz th
hrough the tthickness, foor (+452/-4552)s
laminate
l
at 2.5% width
h from the eedge (P-Q), for realisticc matrix
material
m
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Figure
F
3.32 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz th
hrough the tthickness, foor (+452/-4552)s
laminate
l
at 1% width from
f
the ed
dge (P-Q), foor realistic m
matrix mateerial

Figure
F
3.33 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz th
hrough the tthickness, foor (+452/-452)s
laminate
l
at free edge, for
f realistic matrix matterial
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Figuree 3.34 to Fig
gure 3.36 sho
ow the shearr stress distribution throuugh the thickkness
fo
or 2.5%, 1%
% from the freee edge and at the free eedge. The disstribution is similar to thhat of
bare interfacee and is conttinuous. Sim
milarly to thee normal streess the shearr stresses aree also
lo
ower in for the interphaase models compared
c
too the bare innterface based on the F
Figure
3.34-Figure 3.36.
3

Figure
F
3.34 Distribution
D
n shear stresss τxz throu
ugh the thick
kness, for ((+452/-452)s
laminate
l
at 2.5% width
h from the eedge (P-Q), for realisticc matrix
material
m
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Figure
F
3.35 Distribution
D
n shear stresss τxz throu
ugh the thick
kness, for ((+452/-452)s
laminate
l
at 1% width from
f
the ed
dge (P-Q), foor realistic m
matrix mateerial

Figure
F
3.36 Distribution
D
n shear stresss τxz throu
ugh the thick
kness, for ((+452/-452)s
laminate
l
at free edge, for
f realistic matrix matterial
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Interlaminar edge stress studies have been performed for (+4510/-4510)s and the
results are found to be similar to the 2-ply laminate and these results are shown in
Appendix C.
Based on the analysis, the interlaminar normal stresses have a little effect on the
thickness of the interphase layer and prediction of stresses for angle ply laminate (+452/452)s. The interlaminar shear stresses are lower at the last 1% from the free edge
compared to bare interface. The singularity effect vanishes as the resin interphase
thickness increases.
The above analysis concludes that the resin interphase layer smoothens the
interlaminar edge stresses. Furthermore, the interlaminar stress reduces as the resin layer
thickness increases.
3.5.2 Effect of Ply Grouping and Lamina thickness on the interlaminar stresses
3.5.2.1 (02/902)s Laminate
To study the effect of the ply grouping analysis was performed on different ply
grouping on the (0n/90n)s laminates. Figure 3.37 shows a schematic of 2 and 4 layers of
(0/90)s laminate. Each layer makes up of 1 thickness of the fiber diameter. For a 2 layer
laminate there are totally eight times the diameter of the fiber. For the 4 layer there are
totally 16 times of the diameter for the selected laminate.
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Figure 3.37 Sch
hematic of (0
( 2/902)s lam
minate with matrix inteerphase

Figuree 3.38 and Figure
F
3.39 shows
s
the disstribution off normalizedd normal streess σz
an
nd shear streess across th
he width of the
t specimenn respectivelly, for differrent ply thickkness
frrom 1-10. Frrom the figu
ure it can be seen that thhe edge distaance d reducces as the nuumber
of ply reduces. The rate of
o reduction in stress hass been foundd to be samee as bare inteerface
model
m
at 1.25
5 times the laaminate thick
kness, this iss shown in F
Figure 3.40.

Figure
F
3.38 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz accross the wid
dth, for diffferent ply
grouping
g
att the mid-th
hickness of tthe interphaase , for reallistic matrixx
material
m
90

Figure
F
3.39 Distribution
D
n of shear sttress τyz acrooss the widtth, for different ply
grouping
g
att the mid-th
hickness of tthe interphaase , for reallistic matrixx
material
m

Figure
F
3.40 Distribution
D
n of edge disstance (d) foor different ply groupin
ng, for (0n/990n)s
for
f resin intterphase
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In ord
der to study the effect of
o the laminna thickness analysis was performeed for
different lam
mina thicknesss from 0.00
005-0.005”. The normaalized distribbution of strresses
fo
or different lamina
l
thick
kness were plotted
p
and thhey are pressented in Apppendix C. A
As the
ply thickness decreases th
he edge distaance decreasses, this obseervation suppports some oof the
ex
xperiments and theory conducted in the literrature. Basedd on the annalysis, bothh the
laaminates wiith interphase and the baare interface for cross-plly laminate yyield nearly same
ed
dge stress diistances.
3.5.2.2 (+452/-452)s Lamiinate
In order
o
to stud
dy the effects of the ply--grouping annd the ply thhickness anaalysis
was
w performeed on differrent ply gro
ouping and lamina thiccknesses. Figgure 3.41 sshows
ex
xample of plly thickness 2 and 4 for (+θn/-θn)s laaminate.

41 Schematiic of Ply thickness for n
n=2 and n=44 with matrrix interphaase
Figure 3.4
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Figuree 3.42 and Figure
F
3.43 shows
s
normaalized normaal stress (σz) and shear sstress
(ττxz) for diffeerent ply gro
ouping from
m 1-10. Baseed on the pllot it can bee seen that aas the
ed
dge distancee decreases with
w the num
mber of layerrs in the lam
mina. Using the data from
m the
plot the edgee distance has
h been callculated for each of thee layer thickknesses andd then
normalized with
w respect to
t the thickn
ness of the laaminate. Thee normalizedd edge distannce is
arround 1.75 times
t
the lam
minate thick
kness for sinngle ply but reduces to around 0.6 ttimes
th
he thicknesss for the (+
+45n/-45n)s laminates ssubjected to the tensilee loading oof the
laaminate show
wn by Figuree 3.44.

Figure
F
3.42 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz accross the wid
dth, for (+445n/-45n)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase for differrent ply
grouping,
g
fo
or realistic matrix
m
mateerial
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Figure
F
3.43 Distribution
D
n of shear sttress τxz acrooss the widtth, for (+45n/-45n)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase for differrent ply
grouping,
g
fo
or realistic matrix
m
mateerial

Figure
F
3.44 Distribution
D
n of edge disstance with ply groupin
ng for (+45n/-45n)s (Pipes
and
a Pagano
o, 1970)
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Table 3.2 Variation of edge distance with ply grouping for (45n/-45n)s laminate for
resin layer interphase

2b

n

t

d in

[t/b]

[d/t] %

0.5

1

0.02

0.07

4

1.75

0.5

2

0.04

0.09

8

1.13

0.5

4

0.08

0.13

16

0.81

0.5

6

0.12

0.17

24

0.71

0.5

8

0.16

0.21

32

0.66

0.5

10

0.20

0.25

40

0.63

0.5

12

0.24

0.29

48

0.60

In order to study the effect of the lamina thickness analysis was performed for
different lamina thickness from 0.0005”-0.005” for a (+45/-45)s laminate. As the ply
thickness decreases the edge distance decreases, this observation supports some of the
experiments and theory conducted in the literature. These figures have been shown in
Appendix C
Based on the analysis for variation in ply grouping for cross-ply and angle ply
laminate. The following can be concluded, the ply grouping has no effect on the
modeling of resin interphase for (0n/90n)s laminate and remains at 1.25 times the laminate
thickness like the bare interface. The ply grouping has small effect on the modeling of the
resin interphase for (+45n/-45n)s laminate and is about 1.75 times of the laminate
thickness for single ply and reduces to 0.6 times for 12 ply.
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3.5.3 Interlam
minar Stressees with Elastic Plastic aand Non-Lineear interphaase
In thiis section th
he study off the interlaaminar edgee stress effeect of changge in
nterphase material
m
from
m a linear elastic to eelastic-plastiic and non--linear has been
in
prresented.
3.5.3.1 Crosss-ply (02/902)s laminate with
w an Elasttic Plastic innterphase
Figuree 3.45 shows distribution of normall stress σz att location B closer to thee free
ed
dge of the in
nterphase, th
he stresses go
g to mathem
matical singgularity for tthe bare inteerface
However,
H
thee elastic-plasstic interphasse model shoows that thee stresses aree lower comppared
to
o the bare intterface. The singularity effect
e
is reduuced comparred to the baare interface.
Figuree 3.46 show
ws distributio
on of shear sstress τyz at location B ccloser to thee free
ed
dge of the in
nterphase, The
T shear strress go turnss towards 0 sooner com
mpared to thee bare
in
nterface, thus reducing th
he effect of the
t edges.

Figure
F
3.45 Distribution
D
n of normal σz across th
he width forr (02/902)s laaminate at tthe
mid-thickne
m
ess of the in
nterphase (B
B), for elastiic-plastic maatrix materrial
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Figure
F
3.46 Distribution
D
n of shear sttress τyz acrooss the widtth for (02/9002)s laminatte at
the
t mid-thicckness of th
he interphasse, for elastiic-plastic maatrix materrial

Additional plots for
f 10 ply th
hickness lam
minate and thhrough the tthickness ploots at
1% close to the edges showed
s
not much channge in the sttresses and are presented in
Appendix
A
B.
d on the an
nalysis the edge stressses of a laaminate witth Elastic-P
Plastic
Based
in
nterphase haas minimal significance at a region 11% from freee edge. How
wever, the reegion
0.2% closer to
o the edge sh
hows that th
he singularityy stress effecct is vanished.
Figuree 3.47 show
ws a contourr plot of Voon-Mises streesses for thee interphasee area
an
nd compared
d to the yield strength of the matrix. For 1% off the strain thhe value it can be
seeen that thee matrix hass not yielded yet in thee laminate. The highest stress is aat the
in
nterphase between the 0°° and 90° intterphase.
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Figuree 3.48 and Figure 3.49
9 shows com
mparison off Elastic annd Elastic pplastic
in
nterphase for strains fro
om 0.9-1.1%
%. The interpphase is not yielded till 1% of the sstrain
bu
ut fully yield
ded at 1.1% of the strain
n.

Figure
F
3.47 Contour
C
plo
ot of (0n/90n)s laminate under Tenssile loading,, comparison of
Von-Mises
V
stress
s
with yield
y
strenggth for lineaar interphasse laminate at
1%
1 strain in
n the interp
phase only

Figure
F
3.48 Contour
C
plo
ot of (0n/90n)s laminate under Tenssile loading,, comparison of
Von-Mises
V
stress
s
with yield
y
strenggth for elasttic matrix in
nterphase
laminate
l
at for 0.98-1.1
1% strain in
n the interp
phase only
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Figure
F
3.49 Contour
C
plo
ot of (0n/90n)s laminate under Tenssile loading,, comparison of
Von-Mises
V
stress
s
with yield
y
strenggth for elasttic-plastic in
nterphase
laminate
l
at for 0.98-1.1
1% strain in
n the interp
phase only

3.5.3.2 Anglee-ply (+452/-452)s lamina
ate with an E
Elastic Plasttic interphase
Figuree 3.50 show
ws the variatiion of norm
mal stress disstribution acrross the widdth of
th
he specimen
n for (+452/-452)s lamiinate, for ddifferent thicckness of tthe interphaase at
lo
ocation B (M
Mid of the in
nterphase) lamina for an elastic-plaastic interphhase. The strresses
arre closer to zero
z
for the non-linear in
nterphase. T
The normal stress are coompressive aand is
mathematical
m
lly singular at the edgees for the bbare interfacce, for the eelastic-plastiic the
siingularity strresses do not exist for th
his laminate.
Figuree 3.51 show
ws the distrib
bution of inteerlaminar shhear stresses across the w
width
of the laminaate at locatio
on B. The strress is muchh higher at thhe free edgees but the elastic-
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plastic interphase reaches a maximu
um value and a milder ssingularity oor the singuularity
does not existt.

Figure
F
3.50 Distribution
D
n of normal stress σz accross the wid
dth for (+4452/-452)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for E
Elastic-Plasstic
matrix
m
mateerial

Figure
F
3.51 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr τxz across the width foor (+452/-4552)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for E
Elastic-Plasstic
matrix
m
mateerial
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Interlaaminar edgee stress anallysis for (+44510/-4510)s hhas been peerformed annd the
reesults are siimilar to th
he 2-ply casse. These pplots along with additioonal throughh the
th
hickness plotts for (+452/-45
/ 2)s have been
b
shown in Appendiix B.
Based
d on the an
nalysis, both
h laminates with interpphase and w
without the resin
in
nterphase laayer for an
ngle ply (+
+4510/-4510)s nearly thee same resuults. There is a
co
onsiderable change in sttress field by
y introducingg an elastic-pplastic resin layer.
3.5.3.3 Crosss-ply (02/902)s laminate with
w a Non-L
Linear interpphase
Figuree 3.52 show
ws distributio
on of interlam
minar normaal stress σz aat location B
B, the
sttress becomees singularitty at the bare interface w
while the strress is finite and much llower
fo
or non-linearr resin layer.. The σz decrreases as thee non-linear thickness inncreases.

Figure
F
3.52 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the w
width for
(0
( 2/902)s lam
minate at th
he mid-thick
kness of the interphase (B), for noonlinear
l
matrix material
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Figuree 3.53 show
ws the distriibution of sshear stress (τyz) for baare interfacee and
different interrphase thick
kness for elasstic-plastic m
material for (02/902)s lam
minate at loccation
B,
B the stressees are lower for the resin
n interphase than the barre interface and turn tow
wards
zeero. The stresses reducee as the interrphase layer becomes thiicker.

Figure
F
3.53 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr τxz across tthe width foor (02/902)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for non-linear
matrix
m
mateerial

Interlaaminar edgee stress effect studies hhave also beeen performeed for (010/99010)s
laaminate with
h elastic-plastic interphaase and is siimilar to 2-pply case, theese figures aalong
with
w additional through th
he thickness figures are ppresented inn Appendix C
C.
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Based on the analysis there is no significant reduction in the normal stress σz for
the change in thickness or the change in the material type at 1% closer to the edge.
However, there is a significant reduction in τyz at the free edge of the interphase
compared to the bare interface.
3.5.3.4 Angle-ply (+452/-452)s laminate with a Non-Linear interphase
Figure 3.54 shows the variation of normal stress distribution across the width of
the specimen for (+452/-452)s laminate, for different thickness of the interphase closer to
the edge near the 0° lamina for a non-linear interphase. The normal stresses are
compressive and is mathematically singular at the edges for the bare interface, However,
for the non-linear interphase for different thickness shows the stress are very close to zero
and do not show the presence of singularity as expected.
Additional plots for 10 ply thickness laminate and through the thickness plots
showed similar results as the 2-ply case and are presented in Appendix C. They all show
results that are similar to the 2 ply thick. Hence the ply grouping did not generally change
the trend of the stress values.
In summary a non-linear resin layer interphase between +45 and -45 plies reduces
both σz and τyz to finite value and very much smaller than σx.
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Figure
F
3.54 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the w
width for (4452/45
4 2)s laminate at the mid-thicknes
m
ss of the inteerphase (B), for non-liinear
matrix
m
mateerial

Figure
F
3.55 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr τxz across the width foor (+452/-4552)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for non-linear
matrix
m
mateerial
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Based
d on the an
nalysis of the laminattes with ellastic-plasticc and non-llinear
in
nterphase thee following conclusionss can be maade, additionn of interphaase layer wiith an
ellastic-plasticc or non-lineear interphasse may elim
minate the maathematical singularity eeffect
fo
or the interllaminar edg
ge stresses for
f both (0n /90n)s and ((+45n/-45n)s laminates.. The
in
nterlaminar normal
n
stresses have neaar zero valuees at the edgges for (+45n/-45n)s lamiinates
fo
or the modeel with interrphase comp
pared to the bare interfa
face model. The interlam
minar
sh
hear stressess are lower for the inteerphase moddel compareed to the baare interfacee and
plateaus in th
he regions clo
oser to the frree edges,

3.6 Summary
y
FEA analysis
a
wass conducted for
f a composite laminatee (02/902)s annd (+452/-4552)s
with
w a resin laayer between
n the differeently orientedd plies. The thickness off the resin laayer
co
onsidered was 2.5%, 5.0
0% and 7.5%
% of the ply tthickness. Ellastic, elasticc-plastic andd
non-linear pro
operties werre used for modeling
m
the resin layer.
The an
nalysis show
wed that the resin
r
interphhase layer reeduced interllaminar stresss
r
layer th
he bare interfface results w
were recoveered. The nonnnear the edge; for a thin resin
liinear resin laayer significaantly reduceed the interlaaminar stressses at the edgges and theirr
values were finite
f
and sm
mall. Therefore, using a nnon-linear reesin matrix ccould be a viable
ap
pproach to mitigate
m
edgee stresses in composite l aminate.
In add
dition, the efffect of the ply
p grouping was examinned for n rannging from oone to
tw
welve. The edge
e
distancee (based on the
t 0.05% axxial stress crriteria) is aboout 1.25 tim
mes
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the laminate thickness for (0n/90n)s laminate and varies from 1.75 to 0.6 times the
laminate thickness for ply grouping of one to twelve for (+45n/-45n)s laminate.
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CHAPTER
C
R4
INTERLA
AMINAR STRESSE
ES DUE T
TO TEMP
PERATUR
RE CHANG
GE
IN
I COMP
POSITE L
LAMINAT
TES

As staated previou
usly in Chap
pter 1, the interlaminarr stresses exxists interlam
minar
ed
dge stresses also exist att the interph
hase for loadding due to eenvironmenttal effects suuch as
teemperature and
a moisturee. In this chapter, the efffect of an uuniform therm
mal loadingg with
an
nd without the interphaase region has
h been anaalyzed and the interlam
minar stressees are
asssessed at diifferent regions of the laaminate. Alsso, the effecct of edge sttresses have been
sttudied for diifferent mateerial interphaases.

4.1 Interlaminar stressees in laminattes due to th
hermal load
ding
Figuree 4.1a show
ws the geom
metry of thee laminate and loadingg of increm
mental
teemperature change
c
ΔT= 100°F (37.7
7°C). This ttemperature change has been applieed for
th
he entire laaminate. Fig
gure 4.1b an
nd c showss the first laminate sttacking sequuence
co
onsidered which is the (0
0n/90n)s and (+45n/-45n)s respectivelly.
udy the phy
ysical effect of the therrmal loadingg, Figure 4.22 and Figurre 4.3
To stu
sh
how the freee body diagrram of (0n/90
0n)s laminatee under unifoorm thermall loading. The 0°
laamina experiences a verry small amo
ount of lineaar thermal eexpansion inn the longituudinal
direction becaause the co-efficient of thermal
t
expansion is low
w in this dirrection, but iin the
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laateral directtion the wid
dth undergo
oes a expannsion of Δw
w. For the 90°, the laamina
ex
xperiences a higher expaansion in thee longitudinaal direction oof ΔL.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure
F
4.1 Geometric
G
Model
M
of lam
minate (a) Geeometry and loading (b
b) (0/90)s
la
aminate (c) (+45/-45)s la
aminate

Figure
F
4.2 Free
F
body diiagram for (0
( n/90n)s lam
minate undeer uniform tthermal loaading
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Figure
F
4.3 Frree body dia
agram for a laminate u
under therm
mal loading for cross seection
off the lamina
ate (a) Long
gitudinal crross section,, (b) Laterall cross sectiion

The expansion
e
iss very low in the laterral directionn. When thee two layerrs are
bonded togetther the lay
yers get pullled in the opposite diirection agaainst the theermal
ex
xpansion, du
ue the effectt of push and
d pull betweeen the layerrs shear streess in τyz exiists at
th
he interphasee and in ord
der to satisfy
y moment eqquilibrium ccondition of the laminatee, the
normal stress σz exists at the region closer
c
to the free edges. However, inn the longituudinal
direction the stresses shou
uld exist at the
t free edgees since the 00° layer exppands much llower
th
han the 90° layer.
l
From the free bod
dy diagram i n Figure 4.33b, similar too the longituudinal
seection the frree edge of the laminatte in x-direcction also exxperiences iinterlaminar edge
sttresses. Becaause of the push and pu
ull and to saatisfy the m
moment equillibrium conddition
th
he shear streess τxz and σz exists at th
he region clooser to the frree edges. T
The stresses iin the
frree edge in th
he longitudin
nal direction
n have not beeen studied iin this researrch.
For th
he (+45n/-45n)s laminate the free boddy diagram hhas been shown in Figuree 4.4.
In
n this case the
t +45 layeer the therm
mal expansioon will deforrm the layerr in the diaggonal
direction lateeral to the fibers,
f
for th
he -45 layerr the thermaal expansionn happens on the
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op
pposite sidee. When thee two layerss are bondeed together they are puulled back to the
reectangular sh
hape. Due to
o the effect of
o layer defoormation thee shear stresss τyz exists aat the
frree edge. To
o satisfy the moment eq
quilibrium τxxy exists. Allso, the transverse norm
mal σz
sttress exists. Hence the normal
n
stresss σz and sheear stress τxzz exists in thhe laminate uunder
th
hermal loading for (+45n/-45n)s lamin
nate.

Figure 4.4 Freebody
y diagram of
o (+45n/-45n )s laminatee under therrmal loadingg

4.2 Material,, mathematical modelin
ng and FEA
A
The unidirectionaal material prroperty of AS4/3501-6 ccarbon/epoxyy used forr the
laaminate has been
b
shown in
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i
material
m
to represent tthe realistic material m
model
Table 2.1. The interphase
co
onsidered fo
or the thermaal loading an
nalysis is thee same as in ssection 3.4.
The geometry
g
of the model is the same aas the ones uused in the previous secction.
Here
H
also thee FE modell used is off a 1/8th sym
mmetric moodel with a uniform theermal
lo
oading of 10
00° F. Figure 4.5 showss the schemaatic of the fuull model annd the symm
metric
model
m
consid
dered for thiss analysis. The
T FEA moodel used in this analysiss is also the same
ass the one desscribed on seection 3.6.

Figure
F
4.5 Mathematica
M
al Model (a)) Full modell of laminatte, (b) Symm
metric 1/8th
th
Model,
M
(c) Crross Section
n of 1/8 moodel
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4.3 Verification of Modeeling
Interlaaminar stressses due to uniform theermal loadinng were alsoo studied. (W
Wang
an
nd Crossmaan, 1977) an
nd (Nguyen
n and Caronn, 2009) havve studied this on the bare
in
nterface betw
ween (0/90)s and (+45/-4
45)s laminatees. In order to validate tthe current m
model
so
o that the mo
odel can be used
u
for furtther analysiss, the presennt results havve been comppared
to
o the results from previo
ous literaturee. A new layyer-wise finiite element w
was used in order
to
o under therrmal load (N
Nguyen and Caron, 20009). Finite element anallysis was ussed to
sttudy the effeect of therm
mal loading on
o the laminnates. The sttress results across the w
width
an
nd thicknesss have been presented in
i psi/°F. Baased on the previous stuudies, Figurre 4.6
sh
hows the streess distribution of σz psii/ °F across tthe width off the specimeen comparinng the
cu
urrent resultts with that of
o results in the literaturee, as shown in the free bbody diagram
m the
in
nterlaminar normal
n
stresss exists and
d it has a siimilar respoonse as the ttensile speciimen.
Figure 4.7 sh
hows the interlaminar edge
e
shear sstress τyz psii/°F across the width oof the
sp
pecimen for (0/90)s laminate, the reesponse is thhe same effect as compaared to the teensile
sp
pecimen. To
o ensure con
ntinuity of th
he stress ressponse thouught the thicckness Figurre 4.8
sh
hows the com
mparison off the stress reesponse for tthe present m
model with thhat of researrch in
(N
Nguyen and Caron, 2009
9).
Based
d on the resu
ults for valid
dation of the models, it sshows that thhe model is good
fo
or further wo
ork to analyzze the interlaaminar stressses with inteerphase at the free edge.
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Figure
F
4.6 Distribution of interlamiinar normaal stress σz aacross the w
width for
co
omparison with
w literatu
ure for (0/900)s laminatee, bare interrface for un
nit
th
hermal load
ding

Figure
F
4.7 Distribution of interlamiinar shear sstress τyz across the wid
dth for
omparison with
w literatu
ure for (0/900)s laminatee, bare interrface for un
nit
co
th
hermal load
ding
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Figure
F
4.8 Normalized τxz Stress disstribution tthrough the thickness ffor (0/90)s
la
aminate at free
f
edge

Similaarly, analysiis was perforrmed on (+445/-45)s lam
minate for efffect on channge in
teemperature and
a has beeen shown in Figure 4.9 for normal stress agree very well with
th
hose from th
he literature. However, in this case the length of the lam
minate had tto be
in
ncreased 10 times in ord
der to avoid anti-clastic bbending sim
milar to the m
model used iin the
liiterature. Fig
gure 4.10 sh
hows the sheear interlam
minar edge sttress across the width oof the
sp
pecimen herre the stresss distributio
on in the ccurrent resullts shows thhat it is shharper
co
ompared to the
t results in
n literature, this
t is attribuuted to the ffiner mesh ussed in the prresent
an
nalysis comp
pared to the literature.
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Figure
F
4.9 Distribution of interlamiinar normaal stress σz aacross the w
width for
co
omparison with
w literatu
ure for (+455/-45)s lamin
nate, bare in
nterface for
unit thermall loading

Figure
F
4.10 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr stress τyz aacross the width of the
specimen
s
fo
or comparison with liteerature for ((+45/-45)s laaminate, baare
interface
i
fo
or unit therm
mal loadingg
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4.4 Results
The results
r
of thee thermal an
nalysis for (0n/90n)s and (+45n/-45n)s laminates has
been presented in this section.
s
Firsst, the resuults from coomparison oof different resin
in
nterphase thiickness usin
ng a linear ellastic materiial with baree interface aare derived. Then
th
he results from compariison of diffeerent interphhase materiaal such as elastic-plasticc and
nonlinear matterial for 5.0
0% thicknesss of the interrphases are ppresented.
minar analyssis of realistiic laminate
4.4.1 Interlam
The existence
e
off matrix inteerphase layeer between the two diffferently oriented
ysis that has been perform
med in previous literatuure. In
laamina had beeen ignored in the analy
th
his section the
t results comparing
c
th
he interlamiinar stress reesults for baare interfacee and
efffect of chan
nging the in
nterphase thiickness of 2.5%, 5.0% aand 7.5% arre presentedd. The
reesults from this will show
s
the efffect of addding the intterphase layyer betweenn two
differently orriented lamin
na on the intterlaminar edge stressess for the (0n//90n)s and (+
+45n/45n)s laminatee for thermal loading.
Figuree 4.11 show
ws the disttribution off interlaminaar normal sstresses (σz) for
(0
02/902)s across the width
h of the specimen closer at location 5.0% closerr to the free edge.
The
T stress diistribution is
i very simiilar to the ((02/902)s tennsile specim
men where inn the
normal stressses are 0 in the
t middle section
s
of thee laminate aand the increeases towardds the
frree edges, heere the stressses range fro
om 1 psi/ °F to -16 psi/ °°F. Based onn the figure iit can
be concluded
d that the in
nterphase th
hickness of 22.5%-7.5% has minimuum effect onn the
normal stresss compared to
t the bare interface,
i
exxcept the freee edge wherre the singuularity
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effect vanishes for the model at the free edges for model with interphase. The stress
values at the free edges are also lower compared to the bare interface.
Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of interlaminar shear stresses (τyz) for (02/902)s
across the width of the specimen closer at location 5.0% closer to the free edge. The
stress distribution ranges from 0 psi/ °F to 4 psi/ °F. Based on the figure it can be
concluded that using the resin interphase in the model the shear stress trends to zero
faster for the resin interphase layer than the bare interface model. The stress values at the
free edges are also lower compared to the bare interface.
Figure 4.13 shows the normal stress distribution across the width for (452/-452)s
for uniform thermal loading comparing bare interface with different interphase
thicknesses 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5% of the ply thickness The stresses have near zero values in
the region far away from the free edge of the laminate and increases to 5 psi/ °F. From
the figure it can be seen that the addition of interphase layer has no significant effect on
the stress prediction except for the free edges where the effect of the singularity vanishes
for the model with interphase. The stress values at the free edges are also lower compared
to the bare interface.
Figure 4.14 shows the plot of interlaminar shear stresses (τyz) for (452/-452)s
across the width of the specimen closer at location 5.0% closer to the free edge. The
stress distribution of the model with interphase is same as that of the bare interface, but
the magnitude of stresses is lower. The stress values at the free edges are also lower
compared to the bare interface.
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Figure
F
4.11 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the w
width for
(0
( 2/902)s lam
minate at th
he mid-thick
kness of the interphase (B), for
comparing
c
different matrix materrial thicknesss

Figure
F
4.12 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr stress τyz aacross the width for (02//902)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for comparing
different
d
ma
atrix materrial thicknesss
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Figure
F
4.13 Distribution
n of interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the width for
(+45
(
a the mid-th
hickness of the interph
hase (B), forr
2/-452)s laminate at
comparing
c
different matrix materrial thicknesss

Figure
F
4.14 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr stress τxz aacross the w
width for (+4452/45
4 2)s laminate at the mid-thicknes
m
ss of the inteerphase (B), for
comparing
c
different matrix materrial thicknesss
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Additional analysis for laminate with 10-plies have been conducted and the
results have been shown in Appendix D. Based on the analysis the interlaminar edge
stress distribution has no effect on addition of the interphase layer in the laminate model.
As the thickness increases the singularity effect reduces. As the thickness of the
interphase layer reduces the solution goes closer to the bare interface model.
4.4.2 Interlaminar analysis of different material interphases
Previous section showed the effect of interlaminar edge stresses for addition of a
linear elastic matrix material at the interphase. In this section FE studies have been
conducted to see the effect on the interlaminar edge stresses if the interphase is changed
from elastic to elastic-plastic and non-linear to bring out the effect of plasticity at the
interphase has been presented. This result will show if the use of a tougher interlayer such
as the addition Electro-spun nano nylon 66 fibers will help in reducing the interlaminar
edge stresses for the (0n/90n)s and (+45n/-45n)s laminate for thermal loading.
Figure 4.15 shows the distribution of interlaminar normal stresses (σz) for
(02/902)s across the width of the specimen closer to the free edge for different material
properties of the matrix interphase. The stress varies from zero in the region away from
the laminate and increases closer to the free edge from 0-7psi/ °F. From the figure it can
be seen that the stress response of the model with different material interphase show the
same stress distribution on the interior of the free edge. However, at the free edge the
effect of singularity vanishes.
Figure 4.16 shows the distribution of interlaminar shear stresses (τyz) for (02/902)s
across the width of the specimen closer at location 5.0% closer to the free edge for
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different material propertties of the in
nterphase. T
The stress distribution raanges from 0 psi/
°F
F to 4 psi/ °F
F. Based on the figure itt can be seenn that addinng an interphhase of an elasticplastic or non
n-linear mateerial has no influence
i
onn the stress reesponse on tthe interior oof the
frree edge. Ho
owever, the stresses tren
nd towards zzero faster thhan that of tthe bare inteerface
model.
m
The stress
s
values at the free edges are allso lower coompared to tthe bare inteerface
model.
m

Figure
F
4.15 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar norm
mal σz acrosss the width ffor (02/902)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for comparing
different
d
ma
atrix materrial near thee edge
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Figure
F
4.16 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr τyz across tthe width foor (02/902)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for comparing
different
d
ma
atrix materrial near thee edge

Figuree 4.17 shows the distribu
ution of inteerlaminar noormal stressees (σz) for (+
+452/452)s across the width off the specimeen closer to the free edgge for differrent propertiies of
he interphasee. The stresss varies from
m 0 in the miiddle of the llaminate andd increases ccloser
th
to
o the free ed
dge from 0 to
o -5 psi/ °F. From the ffigure it can be seen thatt the interlam
minar
normal stressses are samee for the en
ntire width oof the laminnate except ffor the free edge
where
w
the efffect of sing
gularity stresss are muchh lower for different intterphase maaterial
co
ompared to the
t bare inteerface .
Figuree 4.18 show
ws the plot of interlamiinar shear stresses (τyz) for (+452/--452)s
accross the width
w
of the specimen closer
c
at loccation 5.0% closer to tthe free edgge for
different material propertties of the in
nterphase. T
The stress distribution raanges from 0 psi/
°F
F to -16 psi// °F. Based on
o the figuree it can be cooncluded thaat using an eelastic-plasticc or a
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non-linear intterphase matterial in placce resin interrphase in thhe model doees not have m
much
efffect on the stresses on the interior of the lamiinate. Howeever, the streesses close tto the
frree edge are lower and th
he effect of singularity
s
vvanishes.

Figure
F
4.17 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar norm
mal stress σz across the w
width for
(+45
(
/-45
)
laminate
at
a
the
mid-t
thickness
of
f
the
interph
hase
(B), foor
2
2 s
comparing
c
different matrix materrial near thee edge

Figure
F
4.18 Distribution
D
n of interlam
minar shearr stress τxz aacross the w
width for (+4452/45
4 2)s laminate at the mid-thicknes
m
ss of the inteerphase (B), for
comparing
c
different matrix materrial. near th
he edge
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Analy
yses for the effect of intterlaminar eddge stressess on a laminnate with 10--plies
have been co
onducted an
nd the resultts show a ssimilar respponse in com
mparison to bare
nterface mod
del. These figures have been
b
shown in Appendixx D. Based oon this analyysis it
in
caan be conclu
uded that th
he change in
n material pproperties froom linear ellastic material to
ellastic-plasticc or non-lineear material at
a the interphhase did nott have any efffect on the sstress
reesponse on the
t interior of the lamin
nate. Howevver, the effeect on the singularities aat the
ed
dges have beeen reduced considerably
y.

4.5 Summary
y
Effectt of temperrature chang
ge on interllaminar edgge stresses ffor (0n/90n)s and
(+
+45n/-45n)s, laminate models
m
was studied
s
usinng the modeels that was used for teensile
lo
oaded laminate in Chapter 3. The elastic
e
bare interface moodel analysiis reproduceed the
reesults in the literature. In the elasticc resin layerr model the eedge stressees were similar to
th
hat of the baare interfacee model. Wh
hereas, the nnonlinear ressin layer moodel reducedd both
σz and τxz strresses at the edge to be finite
f
valuess and are muuch lower thhan that of eelastic
reesin layer model.
m
Thereffore, using a non-linear resin matrixx could be a viable apprroach
to
o mitigate ed
dge stresses in
i compositee laminates ddue to tempeerature channge.
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CHAPTER
C
R5
CONCLUD
C
DING REMARKS A
AND FUT
TURE WO
ORK

5.1 Concludiing remarkss
Edge delaminatio
on in comp
posite laminnates with adjacent laayers orienteed at
different fibeer angles is a major failure moode becausee of the exxistence of high
nterlaminar stresses
s
and poor interlaaminar propeerties. Mitigaation of edgee stresses pooses a
in
ch
hallenge ev
ven to date. This reseaarch providees a detaileed analysis and a poteential
ap
pproach to solve this problem
p
in a carbon/eppoxy compoosite laminatte. Two exttreme
laaminates of stacking seq
quence (0n/9
90n)s and (+445n/-45n)s suubjected to separately appplied
teensile and th
hermal loadiing were co
onsidered. T
These probleems have beeen treated iin the
liiterature as a mathemattical or baree interface model, wheerein the maaterial properties
ju
umped betweeen the adjaccent layers of
o different ffiber orientattions. A miccroscopic anaalysis
of laminate cross
c
section
n showed that the interfface was nott really baree but there w
was a
th
hin resin laayer of thicckness of ab
bout 5.0% of the ply thickness. This realizzation
co
ompletely ch
hanged the modeling
m
and
d potential m
modificationn of the interpphase.
The reegion between the plies was represe nted by a resin layer intterphase. A tthreedimensional composite
c
fiinite elementt (FE) analyssis was perfo
formed usingg ANSYS veersion
12 code. Thee FE modeliing and analy
ysis were veerified with the literaturee for both (00/90)s
an
nd (+45/-45)s laminates for axial teensile loadinng as well aas temperatture change. The
reesin interphaase layer witth thicknessees of 2.5%, 55.0% and 7.5% of the plly thickness were
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modeled using three different material properties representing: elastic (brittle epoxy),
elastic-plastic (toughened epoxy) and non-linear (interleaved polymer nanofiber
composite). As the layer thickness became zero, the bare interface results were recovered.
Then, for non-linear resin layer the edge stresses reduced indicating that the interleaving
of interphase region had a potential to mitigate edge stresses and thus the edge
delamination failure.
The FE modeling and analysis were verified with the literature for both (0/90)s
and (+45/-45)s laminates for axial tensile loading as well as temperature change. The
laminate of length ‘L’, width ‘2b’ and thickness ‘t’ subjected to uniform tensile strain of
1% was modeled by 3D SOLID46 elements. Because of the symmetry 1/8th of the
laminate was modeled for (0n/90n)s laminate and the same model was used for (+45n/45n)s laminate. A mesh refined concept of finer elements near high stress gradient region
was followed. A converged refined model had 3,200 elements and 25,600 nodes was used
for detailed investigation.
5.1.1 Validation of bare interface models
The bare interface models for (0n/90n)s and (+45n/-45n)s laminates subjected to
tensile loading were analyzed. Calculated the interfacial interlaminar normal and shear
stresses and were compared with the work of Nguyen and Caron (Nguyen and Caron,
2009) and Wang and Crossman (Wang and Crossman, 1977) and have been found to
agree very well. The analysis was repeated for thermal loading and the results were also
found to agree well with work of Nguyen and Caron (Nguyen and Caron, 2009).
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The bare interface analysis was extended to study the ply grouping (n), for n=1, 2,
4, 6 and 10. The result concluded that edge stress distance is 1.25 times the thickness of
the laminate for (0n/90n)s and varied between 1.75 to 0.80 as the ply thickness increases
from 1 to 12
5.1.2 Resin layer interphase model with tensile loading
Three thicknesses of resin layer models were analyzed 2.5%, 5.0% and 7.5% of
ply thickness, which represent 50%, 100% and 150% of the estimated thickness of resin
layer in AS4/3501-6 carbon/epoxy composite. Three types of resin properties were used:
(1) elastic (brittle), (2) elastic-plastic (toughened) and (3) non-linear, a polymer nano
fabric reinforced resin. Interlaminar stresses (σz, τyz and τxz) were examined near the free
edge and were compared with bare interface results.
The conclusions from these analyses are:
Elastic resin
•

The interlaminar edge stresses were same as the bare interface model results for
thin resin

•

As the thickness of the resin interphase layer increased, the edge stresses reduced.

•

Thick resin interphase layer reduces the interlaminar stresses at the edges but also
could potentially reduce the in plane properties of the laminate.

•

The effect of ply grouping on the laminate due to the addition of resin interphase
layer remained the same as the bare interface model.

Elastic-plastic and non-linear resin
•

The magnitude of the edge stresses (σz and τyx) were reduced and did not show the
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singularity effect as in case of bare interface model.
•

The use of resin interphase modeling reduced the interlaminar edge stress compared
to bare interface modeling.

•

The non-linearity effect can be achieved by using an interphase layer consisting of
an Electro-spun polymer nano fiber with resin.

5.1.3 Effect of thermal loading
Temperature or the moisture change in composite laminate also causes edge
stresses in a loaded laminate because of differential expansion coefficient in different
directions. Temperature and moisture have similar effect. In this research only the
temperature change was investigated. Both the bare interface and resin layer interphase
models with three different interlayer thicknesses and three material properties were
analyzed for a temperature increment of 100°F. Interlaminar stresses at mid-length of the
specimen were examined. These results showed the following conclusion:
•

The elastic bare interphase model can reproduce the results in the literature

•

The results from elastic resin interphase model has similar trend as the bare
interface model

•

Nonlinear resin interphase reduced both σx and τxz stresses to be finite and much
lower than the elastic resin interphase.
Finally, use of a non-linear resin layer made of combining ductile polymer nano-

fibers and resin matrix can be a viable approach to mitigate the edge stress in composite
laminate under thermal loading as well as mechanical loading.
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5.2 Future work
w
The present researrch was focu
used on anallysis of edgee stresses andd their mitiggation
by
y polymer nanofiber reesin compossite layer. B
Based on thhis study, itt is importaant to
co
onduct the following
fo
ressearch:
•

Results of the preseent analyses needs to be validated wiith experimeents.

•

In the present anaalysis a hyp
pothetical reesin layer pproperties w
were used aat the
interphaases, howev
ver, the anallysis needs to be repeaated with acctual electroospun
Nylon 66
6 nano-fabrric/Epoxy prroperties.

•

Combin
ned conceptt of “thin ply”
p
and poolymer nanoofiber interleeaved compposite
needs to
o be examined to determ
mine the com
mbined effectt.
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APPENDI
A
XA
APDL
L CODE USED
U
IN T
THIS RES
SEARCH

This section
s
show
ws a typical APDL
A
scriptt used for the analysis off the interlam
minar
sttresses.
!------------------------------------! Commentss
!------------------------------------/C
COM,3-D Fu
ull Model: 5x1x0.12 mo
odel Plain strress conditioon
/T
TITLE,Solid
d46, 00/90 laaminate., width 40 uneqqual Divisionn , 1/8th moodel W/gCGE
EN =
4 Ele
!N
Non-Linear analysis
a
for an interleaved Elastic Pllastic specim
men in Tensiile model
! of Crack len
ngth vs width
h of specimeen
/B
BEGIN
/C
CONFIG,NC
CONT,7000
/N
NERR,20000
00,200000
/P
PREP7
!-----------------------------------! Define all th
he Required
d Variables
!-----------------------------------*D
DIM,NODY
Y11,,div1 ! List of Nodes belongingg to the Linee in Y Axis
*D
DIM,NODY
Y12,,div1 ! List of Nodes belongingg to the Linee in Y Axis
*D
DIM,NODY
Y13,,div1 ! List of Nodes belongingg to the Linee in Y Axis
*D
DIM,NODY
Y14,,div1 ! List of Nodes belongingg to the Linee in Y Axis
*D
DIM,NODY
Y15,,div1 ! List of Nodes belongingg to the Linee in Y Axis
*D
DIM,NODY
Y16,,div1 ! List of Nodes belongingg to the Linee in Y Axis
*D
DIM,NODY
Y17,,div1 ! List of Nodes belongingg to the Linee in Y Axis
*D
DIM,NODZ
Z1,,div2
*D
DIM,NODZ
Z2,,div2
*D
DIM,NODZ
Z3,,div2
*D
DIM,NODZ
Z4,,div2
*D
DIM,NODZ
Z5,,div2

! List
L of Nodess belonging tto the Line iin Z Axis
! List
L of Nodess belonging tto the Line iin Z Axis
! List
L of Nodess belonging tto the Line iin Z Axis
! List
L of Nodess belonging tto the Line iin Z Axis
! List
L of Nodess belonging tto the Line iin Z Axis

DIM,YLOC
CB,,div1 ! Location
L
in Y Direction
*D
*D
DIM,YLOC
CT,,div1 ! Location
L
in Y Direction
*D
DIM,ZLOC,,div2 ! Lo
ocation in Y Direction
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*DIM,STXXYB,,div1
*DIM,STYYYB,,div1
*DIM,STXYYB,,div1
*DIM,STZZYB,,div1
*DIM,STYZYB,,div1
*DIM,STXZYB,,div1
*DIM,STXXYT,,div1
*DIM,STYYYT,,div1
*DIM,STXYYT,,div1
*DIM,STZZYT,,div1
*DIM,STYZYT,,div1
*DIM,STXZYT,,div1
*DIM,STXXZ,,div2
*DIM,STYYZ,,div2
*DIM,STXYZ,,div2
*DIM,STZZZ,,div2
*DIM,STYZZ,,div2
*DIM,STXZZ,,div2
!----------------------------------! List of input parameters
!----------------------------------divx=5
div=40
! Total No. of Divisions
grad=40
! Gradient
div1=div+1
divz=16
gradz=16
div2=2*divz+5
theta = 0
!--------------------------------!Scaler Parameters in Standard SYSTEM
!--------------------------------L=2
!specimen length
W=0.5
!specimen width
t1=0.0475 !Specimen thickness 1
t2=0.0025!Specimen thickness for interleave
div1=div +1
grad2=1/grad
!----------------------------------!Element types
!----------------------------------135

ET,1,SOLID46
!Plane Stress 3-D 8-Noded Structural Solid ELEMENT
KEYOPT,1,2,0
!with KEYOPT(2)=0 i.e. Constant thickness layer input
!----------------------------------!Element types for interleave
!----------------------------------ET,2,SOLID45
!Plane Stress 3-D 8-Noded Structural Solid ELEMENT
!-----------------------------------!Real Constants
!-----------------------------------!-----for angle=+ theta deg.--------------------r, 1, 1,0, 1,1, ,
! Real 1 for Mat 1,NL, LSYM, LP1, LP2, ,,
rmore, 0, , , , , ! Kref=0 i.e. midplane ref.
rmore, 1,theta,0.005 ! Mat, theta, Thick.
!-----for angle=- theta deg.--------------------r, 2, 1,0, 1,1, ,
! Real 1 for Mat 1,NL, LSYM, LP1, LP2, ,,
rmore, 0, , , , , ! Kref=0 i.e. midplane ref.
rmore, 1,90, 0.005 ! Mat, theta, Thick.
!--------------------------------!Material properties1 -Standard System.
!--------------------------------MP,EX,1,20e6
!Orthotropic composite material
MP,EY,1,2.1e6
!convert Msi into Psi units
MP,EZ,1,2.1e6
MP,NUXY,1,0.022
MP,NUXZ,1,0.022
MP,NUYZ,1,0.21
MP,GXY,1,0.849e6
MP,GXZ,1,0.849e6
MP,GYZ,1,0.849e6
!--------------------------------!Material properties2 -Standard System.
!--------------------------------mptemp,1,0
mpdata,ex,2,,.3384e6,
mpdata,prxy,2,,0.3,
tb,MELAS,2,17
tbtemp,0
tbpt,defi,0,0,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0025,750,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.005,1500,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0075,2300,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.01,3100,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0125,3945.762,,,,,
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tbpt,defi,0.015,4585.84,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0175,5294.56,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.02,5717.78,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0225,6031.44,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.025,6650.9,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0275,7159.06,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.03,7734.76,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0325,8138,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.035,8542.4,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0375,8946.8,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.04,9399.6,,,,,
tbpt,defi,0.0425,9749.8,,,,,
!-----------------------------------!Key points-Global
!-----------------------------------k,1,0,0,0
k,2,0,w,0
k,3,L,w,0
k,4,L,0,0
k,5,0,0,t1
k,6,0,w,t1
k,7,L,w,t1
k,8,L,0,t1
k,9,0,0,(t1+t2)
k,10,0,w,(t1+t2)
k,11,L,w,(t1+t2)
k,12,L,0,(t1+t2)
k,13,0,0,(2*t1+t2)
k,14,0,w,(2*t1+t2)
k,15,L,w,(2*t1+t2)
k,16,L,0,(2*t1+t2)
!--------------------------------!Volume of undelaminated part of specimen
!--------------------------------v,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8!Lam 1
v,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12
!Interlayer
v,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 ! Lam 2
!------------------------------------! Turn model check off because of
! Shape warnings
!------------------------------------SHPP,OFF,ASPECT
!----------------------------------137

!Lesize for Length-10 lines
!----------------------------------lesize,4,,,divx,grad2
lesize,12,,,divx,grad2
lesize,20,,,divx,grad2
lesize,28,,,divx,grad2

lesize,2,,,divx,grad
lesize,8,,,divx,grad
lesize,16,,,divx,grad
lesize,24,,,divx,grad
!----------------------------------!Lesize for thickness- 24 lines
!----------------------------------lesize,5,,,divz,1/gradz
lesize,13,,,4,1
lesize,21,,,divz,gradz

lesize,9,,,divz,gradz
lesize,17,,,4,1
lesize,25,,,divz,1/gradz
lesize,11,,,divz,gradz
lesize,19,,,4,1
lesize,27,,,divz,1/gradz
lesize,7,,,divz,gradz
lesize,15,,,4,1
lesize,23,,,divz,1/gradz
!----------------------------------!Lesize for Width-10 lines
!----------------------------------lesize,3,,,div,grad
lesize,10,,,div,grad
lesize,18,,,div,grad
lesize,26,,,div,grad
lesize,1,,,div,grad2
lesize,6,,,div,grad
lesize,14,,,div,grad
lesize,22,,,div,grad
!---------------------------------!Meshing of laminates
!----------------------------------type,1
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mat,1
real, 2
!for 90 deg. angle
vmesh,1,1,1
allsel
type,2
mat,2
!for interleave
vmesh,2,2,1
allsel
type,1
mat,1
real,1
! for 0 Deg angle
vmesh,3,3,1
allsel
!-----------------------------------! Displacement boundary conditions
!-----------------------------------NSEL,S,LOC,X,L,L
D,ALL,UX,0.02
ALLSEL
NSEL,S,LOC,X,0,0
D,ALL,UX,0
ALLSEL
!----------------------------------------! Boundary condition for Symmetry
!-----------------------------------------NSEL,S,LOC,Y,0,0
D,ALL,UY,0
ALLSEL
NSEL,S,LOC,Z,0,0
D,ALL,UZ,0
ALLSEL
!-------------------------------------! Solving the system
!------------------------------------NLGEOM,OFF
ANTYPE,0
OUTRES,ALL,ALL
ALLSEL
/SOL
/STATUS,SOLU
SOLVE
FINISH
!-------------------------------------139

! Collecting the results
!-------------------------------------/POST26
! Post Processing for Interlaminar Stresses
NUMVAR, 75
! Set Max number of variables
! Node Numbers data in Y Axis
*set,NODY11(1),1640,1856,1871,1886,1901,1916,1931,1946,1961,1976,
*set,NODY11(11),1991,2006,2021,2036,2051,2066,2081,2096,2111,2126,
*set,NODY11(21),2141,2156,2171,2186,2201,2216,2231,2246,2261,2276,
*set,NODY11(31),2291,2306,2321,2336,2351,2366,2381,2396,2411,2426,
*set,NODY11(41),936

*set,NODY12(1),1641,1857,1872,1887,1902,1917,1932,1947,1962,1977
*set,NODY12(11),1992,2007,2022,2037,2052,2067,2082,2097,2112,2127
*set,NODY12(21),2142,2157,2172,2187,2202,2217,2232,2247,2262,2277
*set,NODY12(31),2292,2307,2322,2337,2352,2367,2382,2397,2412,2427
*set,NODY12(41),937
*set,NODY13(1),1626,1687,1691,1695,1699,1703,1707,1711,1715,1719
*set,NODY13(11),1723,1727,1731,1735,1739,1743,1747,1751,1755,1759
*set,NODY13(21),1763,1767,1771,1775,1779,1783,1787,1791,1795,1799
*set,NODY13(31),1803,1807,1811,1815,1819,1823,1827,1831,1835,1839
*set,NODY13(41),919
*set,NODY14(1),4532,4700,4703,4706,4709,4712,4715,4718,4721,4724
*set,NODY14(11),4727,4730,4733,4736,4739,4742,4745,4748,4751,4754
*set,NODY14(21),4757,4760,4763,4766,4769,4772,4775,4778,4781,4784
*set,NODY14(31),4787,4790,4793,4796,4799,4802,4805,4808,4811,4814
*set,NODY14(41),4356
*set,NODY15(1),4530,4543,4547,4551,4555,4559,4563,4567,4571,4575
*set,NODY15(11),4579,4583,4587,4591,4595,4599,4603,4607,4611,4615
*set,NODY15(21),4619,4623,4627,4631,4635,4639,4643,4647,4651,4655
*set,NODY15(31),4659,4663,4667,4671,4675,4679,4683,4687,4691,4695
*set,NODY15(41),4351
*set,NODY16(1),6547,6763,6778,6793,6808,6823,6838,6853,6868,6883
*set,NODY16(11),6898,6913,6928,6943,6958,6973,6988,7003,7018,7033
*set,NODY16(21),7048,7063,7078,7093,7108,7123,7138,7153,7168,7183
*set,NODY16(31),7198,7213,7228,7243,7258,7273,7288,7303,7318,7333
*set,NODY16(41),5843
*set,NODY17(1),6548,6764,6779,6794,6809,6824,6839,6854,6869,6884
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*set,NODY17(11),6899,6914,6929,6944,6959,6974,6989,7004,7019,7034
*set,NODY17(21),7049,7064,7079,7094,7109,7124,7139,7154,7169,7184
*set,NODY17(31),7199,7214,7229,7244,7259,7274,7289,7304,7319,7334
*set,NODY17(41),5844
! Node Numbers data in Z Axis
*set,NODZ1(1),151,2068,2069,2070,2071,2072,2073,2074,2075,2076,
*set,NODZ1(11),2077,2078,2079,2080,2081,2082,1747,4744,4745,4746,
*set,NODZ1(21),4603,6988,6989,6990,6991,6992,6993,6994,6995,6996,
*set,NODZ1(31),6997,6998,6999,7000,7001,7002,6667
*set,NODZ2(1),175,2158,2159,2160,2161,2162,2163,2164,2165,2166,
*set,NODZ2(11),2167,2168,2169,2170,2171,2172,1771,4762,4763,4764,
*set,NODZ2(21),4627,7078,7079,7080,7081,7082,7083,7084,7085,7086,
*set,NODZ2(31),7087,7088,7089,7090,7091,7092,6691
,
*set,NODZ3(1),199,2248,2249,2250,2251,2252,2253,2254,2255,2256,
*set,NODZ3(11),2257,2258,2259,2260,2261,2262,1795,4780,4781,4782,
*set,NODZ3(21),4651,7168,7169,7170,7171,7172,7173,7174,7175,7176,
*set,NODZ3(31),7177,7178,7179,7180,7181,7182,6715
*set,NODZ4(1),223,2338,2339,2340,2341,2342,2343,2344,2345,2346,
*set,NODZ4(11),2347,2348,2349,2350,2351,2352,1819,4798,4799,4800,
*set,NODZ4(21),4675,7258,7259,7260,7261,7262,7263,7264,7265,7266,
*set,NODZ4(31),7267,7268,7269,7270,7271,7272,6739
*set,NODZ5(1),243,2413,2414,2415,2416,2417,2418,2419,2420,2421,
*set,NODZ5(11),2422,2423,2424,2425,2426,2427,1839,4813,4814,4815,
*set,NODZ5(21),4695,7333,7334,7335,7336,7337,7338,7339,7340,7341,
*set,NODZ5(31),7342,7343,7344,7345,7346,7347,6759
*cfopen,OUTY11-2-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div1,1
! Location of the Nodes in Y
*GET,YLOCB(i),NODE,NODY11(i),LOC,Y
! Stress XX in Y axis
*GET, STXXYB(i), NODE, NODY11(i), S, X
! Stress YY in Y axis
*GET, STYYYB(i), NODE, NODY11(i), S, Y
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! Stress ZZ in Y axis
*GET, STZZYB(i), NODE, NODY11(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Y axis
*GET, STXYYB(i), NODE, NODY11(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Y axis
*GET, STYZYB(i), NODE, NODY11(i), S, YZ
*ENDDO
! Stress xz in Y axis
*GET, STXZYB(i), NODE, NODY11(i), S, XZ
*vwrite,YLOCB(1),STXXYB(1),STYYYB(1),STZZYB(1),STXYYB(1),STYZYB(1),S
TXZYB(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos

*cfopen,OUTY12-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div1,1
! Location of the Nodes in Y
*GET,YLOCB(i),NODE,NODY12(i),LOC,Y
! Stress XX in Y axis
*GET, STXXYB(i), NODE, NODY12(i), S, X
! Stress YY in Y axis
*GET, STYYYB(i), NODE, NODY12(i), S, Y
! Stress ZZ in Y axis
*GET, STZZYB(i), NODE, NODY12(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Y axis
*GET, STXYYB(i), NODE, NODY12(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Y axis
*GET, STYZYB(i), NODE, NODY12(i), S, YZ
*ENDDO
! Stress xz in Y axis
*GET, STXZYB(i), NODE, NODY12(i), S, XZ
*vwrite,YLOCB(1),STXXYB(1),STYYYB(1),STZZYB(1),STXYYB(1),STYZYB(1),S
TXZYB(1)
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(' 'F7.4,'

'4F12.3,'

'4F12.3,'

'4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)

*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTY13-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div1,1
! Location of the Nodes in Y
*GET,YLOCB(i),NODE,NODY13(i),LOC,Y
! Stress XX in Y axis
*GET, STXXYB(i), NODE, NODY13(i), S, X
! Stress YY in Y axis
*GET, STYYYB(i), NODE, NODY13(i), S, Y
! Stress ZZ in Y axis
*GET, STZZYB(i), NODE, NODY13(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Y axis
*GET, STXYYB(i), NODE, NODY13(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Y axis
*GET, STYZYB(i), NODE, NODY13(i), S, YZ
*ENDDO
! Stress xz in Y axis
*GET, STXZYB(i), NODE, NODY13(i), S, XZ
*vwrite,YLOCB(1),STXXYB(1),STYYYB(1),STZZYB(1),STXYYB(1),STYZYB(1),S
TXZYB(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
! Printing Results
*vwrite,YLOCB(1),STXXYB(1),STYYYB(1),STZZYB(1),STXYYB(1),STYZYB(1),S
TXZYB(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTY14-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div1,1
! Location of the Nodes in Y
*GET,YLOCB(i),NODE,NODY14(i),LOC,Y
! Stress XX in Y axis
*GET, STXXYB(i), NODE, NODY14(i), S, X
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! Stress YY in Y axis
*GET, STYYYB(i), NODE, NODY14(i), S, Y
! Stress ZZ in Y axis
*GET, STZZYB(i), NODE, NODY14(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Y axis
*GET, STXYYB(i), NODE, NODY14(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Y axis
*GET, STYZYB(i), NODE, NODY14(i), S, YZ
*ENDDO
! Stress xz in Y axis
*GET, STXZYB(i), NODE, NODY14(i), S, XZ
*vwrite,YLOCB(1),STXXYB(1),STYYYB(1),STZZYB(1),STXYYB(1),STYZYB(1),S
TXZYB(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTY15-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div1,1
! Location of the Nodes in Y
*GET,YLOCB(i),NODE,NODY15(i),LOC,Y
! Stress XX in Y axis
*GET, STXXYB(i), NODE, NODY15(i), S, X
! Stress YY in Y axis
*GET, STYYYB(i), NODE, NODY15(i), S, Y
! Stress ZZ in Y axis
*GET, STZZYB(i), NODE, NODY15(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Y axis
*GET, STXYYB(i), NODE, NODY15(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Y axis
*GET, STYZYB(i), NODE, NODY15(i), S, YZ
*ENDDO
! Stress xz in Y axis
*GET, STXZYB(i), NODE, NODY15(i), S, XZ
*vwrite,YLOCB(1),STXXYB(1),STYYYB(1),STZZYB(1),STXYYB(1),STYZYB(1),S
TXZYB(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTY16-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div1,1
! Location of the Nodes in Y
*GET,YLOCB(i),NODE,NODY16(i),LOC,Y
! Stress XX in Y axis
*GET, STXXYB(i), NODE, NODY16(i), S, X
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! Stress YY in Y axis
*GET, STYYYB(i), NODE, NODY16(i), S, Y
! Stress ZZ in Y axis
*GET, STZZYB(i), NODE, NODY16(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Y axis
*GET, STXYYB(i), NODE, NODY16(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Y axis
*GET, STYZYB(i), NODE, NODY16(i), S, YZ
*ENDDO
! Stress xz in Y axis
*GET, STXZYB(i), NODE, NODY16(i), S, XZ
*vwrite,YLOCB(1),STXXYB(1),STYYYB(1),STZZYB(1),STXYYB(1),STYZYB(1),S
TXZYB(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTY17-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div1,1
! Location of the Nodes in Y
*GET,YLOCB(i),NODE,NODY17(i),LOC,Y
! Stress XX in Y axis
*GET, STXXYB(i), NODE, NODY17(i), S, X
! Stress YY in Y axis
*GET, STYYYB(i), NODE, NODY17(i), S, Y
! Stress ZZ in Y axis
*GET, STZZYB(i), NODE, NODY17(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Y axis
*GET, STXYYB(i), NODE, NODY17(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Y axis
*GET, STYZYB(i), NODE, NODY17(i), S, YZ
*ENDDO
! Stress xz in Y axis
*GET, STXZYB(i), NODE, NODY17(i), S, XZ
*vwrite,YLOCB(1),STXXYB(1),STYYYB(1),STZZYB(1),STXYYB(1),STYZYB(1),S
TXZYB(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*cfopen,OUTZ1-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div2,1
! Location of the Nodes in Z
*GET,ZLOC(i),NODE,NODZ1(i),LOC,Z
! Stress x in Z axis
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*GET, STXXZ(i), NODE, NODZ1(i), S, X
! Stress y in Z axis
*GET, STYYZ(i), NODE, NODZ1(i), S, Y
! Stress z in Z axis
*GET, STZZZ(i), NODE, NODZ1(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Z axis
*GET, STXYZ(i), NODE, NODZ1(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Z axis
*GET, STYZZ(i), NODE, NODZ1(i), S, YZ
! Stress xz in Z axis
*GET, STXZZ(i), NODE, NODZ1(i), S, XZ
*ENDDO
! Printing Results
*vwrite,ZLOC(1),STXXZ(1),STYYZ(1),STZZZ(1),STXYZ(1),STYZZ(1),STXZZ(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTZ2-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div2,1
! Location of the Nodes in Z
*GET,ZLOC(i),NODE,NODZ2(i),LOC,Z
! Stress x in Z axis
*GET, STXXZ(i), NODE, NODZ2(i), S, X
! Stress y in Z axis
*GET, STYYZ(i), NODE, NODZ2(i), S, Y
! Stress z in Z axis
*GET, STZZZ(i), NODE, NODZ2(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Z axis
*GET, STXYZ(i), NODE, NODZ2(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Z axis
*GET, STYZZ(i), NODE, NODZ2(i), S, YZ
! Stress xz in Z axis
*GET, STXZZ(i), NODE, NODZ2(i), S, XZ
*ENDDO
! Printing Results
*vwrite,ZLOC(1),STXXZ(1),STYYZ(1),STZZZ(1),STXYZ(1),STYZZ(1),STXZZ(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTZ3-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div2,1
! Location of the Nodes in Z
*GET,ZLOC(i),NODE,NODZ3(i),LOC,Z
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! Stress x in Z axis
*GET, STXXZ(i), NODE, NODZ3(i), S, X
! Stress y in Z axis
*GET, STYYZ(i), NODE, NODZ3(i), S, Y
! Stress z in Z axis
*GET, STZZZ(i), NODE, NODZ3(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Z axis
*GET, STXYZ(i), NODE, NODZ3(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Z axis
*GET, STYZZ(i), NODE, NODZ3(i), S, YZ
! Stress xz in Z axis
*GET, STXZZ(i), NODE, NODZ3(i), S, XZ
*ENDDO
! Printing Results
*vwrite,ZLOC(1),STXXZ(1),STYYZ(1),STZZZ(1),STXYZ(1),STYZZ(1),STXZZ(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTZ4-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div2,1
! Location of the Nodes in Z
*GET,ZLOC(i),NODE,NODZ4(i),LOC,Z
! Stress x in Z axis
*GET, STXXZ(i), NODE, NODZ4(i), S, X
! Stress y in Z axis
*GET, STYYZ(i), NODE, NODZ4(i), S, Y
! Stress z in Z axis
*GET, STZZZ(i), NODE, NODZ4(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Z axis
*GET, STXYZ(i), NODE, NODZ4(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Z axis
*GET, STYZZ(i), NODE, NODZ4(i), S, YZ
! Stress xz in Z axis
*GET, STXZZ(i), NODE, NODZ4(i), S, XZ
*ENDDO
! Printing Results
*vwrite,ZLOC(1),STXXZ(1),STYYZ(1),STZZZ(1),STXYZ(1),STYZZ(1),STXZZ(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
*cfopen,OUTZ5-50Pc-thk-def-0090.txt
! Do Loop Begins Here
*DO,i,1,div2,1
! Location of the Nodes in Z
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*GET,ZLOC(i),NODE,NODZ5(i),LOC,Z
! Stress x in Z axis
*GET, STXXZ(i), NODE, NODZ5(i), S, X
! Stress y in Z axis
*GET, STYYZ(i), NODE, NODZ5(i), S, Y
! Stress z in Z axis
*GET, STZZZ(i), NODE, NODZ5(i), S, Z
! Stress xy in Z axis
*GET, STXYZ(i), NODE, NODZ5(i), S, XY
! Stress yz in Z axis
*GET, STYZZ(i), NODE, NODZ5(i), S, YZ
! Stress xz in Z axis
*GET, STXZZ(i), NODE, NODZ5(i), S, XZ
*ENDDO
! Printing Results
*vwrite,ZLOC(1),STXXZ(1),STYYZ(1),STZZZ(1),STXYZ(1),STYZZ(1),STXZZ(1)
(' 'F7.4,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3,' '4F12.3)
*cfclos
! /EXIT,NOSAV
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APPENDI
A
IX B
ADDITIIONAL FIIGURES F
FROM CH
HAPTER 2

f
that hhave been rreferred in cchapter 2 and not
In this section some of the figures
crritical for the overall con
nclusions haas been show
wn here. Studdies to show
w the effect oof the
width
w
of thee laminate and the ply
y thickness,, also, the through thhe thickness plot
co
omparing the existing litterature for the
t tensile looading specim
men has beeen shown herre.

n ply group
ping for (0n//90n)s
Fiigure B.1 Efffect of edgee distance on
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Figure
F
B.2 Normalized
N
σx Interlam
minar stressees across thee width for 10% width
h
frrom free edg
ge for differrent ply thicckness for ((0n/90n)s

Fig
gure B.3 Efffect of edge distance on
n ply groupin
ng for (+45n/-45n)s
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Figure
F
B.4 Normalized
N
σx Interlam
minar stressees across thee width for 10% width
h
frrom free edg
ge for differrent ply thicckness (+455n/-45n)s
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APPENDI
A
XC
ADDITIIONAL FIIGURES F
FROM CH
HAPTER 3

f
that hhave been rreferred in cchapter 3 and not
In this section some of the figures
crritical for th
he overall co
onclusions have
h
been shhown here. S
Studies to shhow the effeect of
th
he width of the laminatee and the plly thickness,, also, the thhrough the tthickness ploot for
different inteerphase stud
dies have beeen shown here. Figurre C.1 – Normal Stresss for
different ply thickness, Figure
F
C.2-F
Figure C.3 (02/902)s lam
minate Stresss distributioon of
Resin
R
interph
hase. Figure C.4-Figurre C.9 (0100/9010)s lam
minate Stresss distributioon of
Realistic
R
Lam
minate. Figurre C10 to C 11 (010/90100)s laminate Stress distribbution of ElasticPlastic materiial, Figure C12
C to C13 (02/902)s laaminate Stresss distributioon of Non-L
Linear
material,
m
Fig
gure C14 to
o

C15 (0100/9010)s lamiinate Stresss distributionn of Non llinear

material,
m
Figu
ure C16 to C19 (4510/4510)s laminatte Stress disstribution off Elastic Matterial,
Figure C20 to
t C21 (4510
minate Stresss distributionn of Elastic--Plastic Matterial,
1 /4510)s lam
52/452)s lam
minate Stresss distributionn of Elastic plastic matterial,
Figure C23 to C24 (45
Figure C25 to
o C28(452/4
452)s laminatte Stress disttribution of Non-linear material, F
Figure
C29
C to C32 (45
( 2/452)s lam
minate Stresss distributioon of Non-Liinear materiial
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ply
Figure C.1 Normalizeed σz Stresss distributioon across the width, forr different p

Figure
F
C.2 Normalized
N
σz Stress distribution tthrough the thickness, ffor (02/902)s
la
aminate at 1%
1 from thee free edge, for elastic--plastic matrrix material
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Figure
F
C.3 Normalized
N
τyz Stress diistribution tthrough thee thickness, for (02/902)s
la
aminate at 1%
1 width frrom the edgge (P-Q), forr elastic-plaastic matrix
material
m

Figure
F
C.4 Normalized
N
σz Stress distribution aacross the w
width for (0110/9010)s
la
aminate at the
t mid-thicckness of thee interphasee (B), for ellastic-plastiic
matrix
m
materrial
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Figure
F
C.5 Normalized
N
τyz Stress diistribution aacross the w
width for (0110/9010)s
la
aminate at the
t mid-thicckness of thee interphasee (B), for ellastic-plastiic
matrix
m
materrial

(aa)
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(bb)
Figure
F
C.6 Normalized
N
σz Stress distribution ((a) One-halff width (b) N
Near the ed
dge
accross the wiidth for (0100/9010)s lam inate at thee mid-thickn
ness of the
in
nterphase (B), for realiistic matrixx material

(aa)
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(bb)
Figure
F
C.7 Normalized
N
τyz Stress diistribution ((a) One-hallf width (b) Near the ed
dge
accross the wiidth for (0100/9010)s lam inate at thee mid-thickn
ness of the
in
nterphase (B), for realiistic matrixx material.

Figure
F
C.8 Normalized
N
σz Stress distribution tthrough thee thickness, for (010/90110)s
la
aminate at 1%
1 width frrom the edgge (P-Q), forr realistic m
matrix materrial
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Figure
F
C.9 Normalized
N
τyz Stress diistribution tthrough thee thickness, for (010/9010)s
la
aminate at 1% from th
he edge (P-Q
Q), for realisstic matrix material

Figure
F
C.10 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness for (010/90110)s
laminate
l
at 1% width from
f
the freee edge, for elastic-plasstic matrix
material
m
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Figure
F
C.11 Normalized
d τyz Stress distribution
d
n through th
he thicknesss for (010/90110)s
laminate
l
at 1% from the
t edge (P--Q), for elasstic-plastic m
matrix mateerial

Figure
F
C.12 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (02/902)s
laminate
l
at 1% from the
t edge (P--Q), for non
n-linear mattrix materiaal
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Figure
F
C.13 Normalized
d τyz Stress distribution
d
n through th
he thicknesss, for (02/902)s
laminate
l
at 1% from the
t edge (P--Q), for non
n-linear mattrix materiaal

Figure
F
C.14 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (010/9010)s
laminate
l
at 1% from the
t edge (P--Q), for non
n-linear mattrix materiaal
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Figure
F
C.15 Normalized
d τyz Stress distribution
d
n through th
he thicknesss, for (010/90010)s
laminate
l
at 1% from the
t edge (P--Q), for non
n-linear mattrix materiaal

(aa)
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(bb)
Figure
F
C.16 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
(a) One-haalf width (b)) Near the ed
dge
across
a
the width
w
for (+
+4510/-4510)s laminate at the mid-th
hickness of tthe
interphase
i
(B), for rea
alistic matrixx material

(aa)
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(bb)
Figure
F
C.17 Normalized
d τxz Stress distribution
d
n across the width for ((+4510/-4510)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for realistic maatrix
material.
m
(a
a) One-half width
w
(b) N
Near the edgge

Figure
F
C.18 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (+45100/45
4 10)s lamiinate at 1% of width froom the edgee (P-Q), for realistic matrix
material
m
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Figure
F
C.19 Normalized
d τyz Stress distribution
d
n through th
he thicknesss, for (+45100/45
4 10)s lamiinate at 1% of width froom the edgee (P-Q), for realistic matrix
material
m
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Figure
F
C.20N
Normalized σz Stress distribution across the w
width for (+
+4510/-4510)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for E
Elastic-Plasstic
matrix
m
mateerial

Figure
F
C.21 Normalized
d τxz Stress distribution
d
n across the width for (+
+4510/-4510)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for E
Elastic-Plasstic
matrix
m
mateerial
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Figure
F
C.22 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
across the w
width, for ((+4510/-4510)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B) for d
different lam
mina
thickness
t
with
w realisticc matrix maaterial

Figure
F
C.23 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
he thickness,, for (+452/through th
45
4 2)s laminate at 1% from
f
the ed
dge (P-Q), foor Elastic-Pllastic matriix
material
m
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Figure
F
C.24 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
n through th
he thicknesss, for (+452//45
4 2)s lamina
ate at 1% frrom the edgge (P-Q), forr Elastic-Plastic matrixx
material
m

Figure
F
C.25 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (+4510//45
4 10)s lamin
nate at 1% from
f
the ed
dge (P-Q), foor Elastic-P
Plastic matriix
material
m
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Figure
F
C.26 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (+4510//45
4 10)s lamin
nate at 1% from
f
the ed
dge (P-Q) foor Elastic-Pllastic matrixx
material
m

Figure
F
C.27 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
he thickness,, for (+452/through th
45
4 2)s laminate at free edge,
e
for noon-linear maatrix materiial
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Figure
F
C.28 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (+452/45
4 2)s lamina
ate at free ed
dge, for non
n-linear maatrix materiaal

Figure
F
C.29 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
across the w
width for (+
+4510/-4510)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for non-linear
matrix
m
mateerial
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Figure
F
C.30 Normalized
d τxz Stress distribution
d
n across the width for (+
+4510/-4510)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for non-linear
matrix
m
mateerial

Figure
F
C.31 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (+4510//45
4 10)s laminate at 1% width
w
from tthe edge (P--Q) for non--linear matrrix
material
m
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Figure
F
C.32 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (+4510//45
4 10)s laminate at 1% from
f
the ed
dge (P-Q) forr non-linearr matrix
material
m
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APPENDI
A
XD
ADDITIIONAL FIIGURES F
FROM CH
HAPTER 4

In this section some of the figures
f
that hhave been rreferred in cchapter 2 and not
crritical for th
he overall co
onclusions have
h
been shhown here. S
Studies to shhow the effeect of
th
he width off the laminaate and the ply thicknesss, also, thee through thhe thicknesss plot
co
omparing th
he existing literature
l
forr the thermaal specimenn and the intterphase anaalysis
have been sh
hown here. , Figure D1
1 to D3 (002/902)s lam
minate Stresss distributioon of
different interrphase mateerial, Figure D4 to D ((010/9010)s laaminate Streess distribution of
different interrphase materrial, Figure D7
D to D8(45510/4510)s lam
minate Stresss distributioon of
Elastic
E
Materrial, Figure D9
D to D11 (010/9010)s laminate Strress distribuution for diffferent
in
nterphase material,
m
Figu
ure D12 to

minate Stress distributioon of
D14 (45110/4510)s lam

different interrphase Mateerial,
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Figure
F
D.1 Normalized
N
d σz Stress distribution
d
through thee thickness for (02/902)s
laminate
l
at 1% width from
f
edge (P-Q), for coomparing different matrix
material
m

Figure
F
D.2 Normalized
N
d τyz Stress distribution
d
n through th
he thickness for (02/902)s
1%
1 of width
h from the edge
e
(P-Q), for comparring differen
nt matrix
material
m
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Figure
F
D.3 Normalized
N
d σz Stress distribution
d
through thee thickness,, for (010/90110)s
laminate
l
at 1% width from
f
the ed
dge (P-Q), foor comparin
ng different
matrix
m
mateerial

Figure
F
D.4 Normalized
N
d z Stress distribution
d
n across the width for (010/9010)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for comparing
different
d
ma
atrix materrial thicknesss
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Figure
F
D.5 Normalized
N
τyz Stress diistribution aacross the w
width for (0110/9010)s
la
aminate at the
t mid-thicckness of th
he interphasse (B), for ccomparing
different
d
ma
atrix material thicknesss

Figure
F
D.6 Normalized
N
σz Stress distribution aacross the w
width for (0110/9010)s
la
aminate at the
t mid-thicckness of th
he interphasse (B), for ccomparing
different
d
ma
atrix material near the edge
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Figure
F
D.7 Normalized
N
σz Stress distribution tthrough the thickness, ffor (+4510/-45
4 10)s lamin
nate at 1% of
o width froom the edgee (P-Q), for ccomparing
different
d
ma
atrix material

Figure
F
D.8 Normalized
N
τyz Stress diistribution tthrough thee thickness, for (+4510/45
4 10)s lamin
nate at 1% of
o width froom the edgee (P-Q), for ccomparing
different
d
ma
atrix material
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Figure
F
D.9 Normalized
N
τyz Stress diistribution tthrough thee thickness, for (010/9010)s
la
aminate at 1% from th
he edge (P-Q
Q), for comp
paring diffeerent matrixx
material
m

Figure
F
D.10 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
through th
he thickness,, for (+452/--452)s
laminate
l
at 1% width from
f
the ed
dge (P-Q), foor comparin
ng different
matrix
m
mateerial
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Figure
F
D.11 Normalized
d τxz Stress distribution
d
n through th
he thicknesss, for (+452//45
4 2)s laminate at 1% width
w
from tthe edge (P--Q), for com
mparing
different
d
ma
atrix materrial

Figure
F
D.12 Normalized
d τyz Stress distribution
d
n across the width for (0010/9010)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for comparing
different
d
ma
atrix materrial near thee edge
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Figure
F
D.13 Normalized
d σz Stress distribution
d
across the w
width for (+
+4510/-4510)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for comparing
different
d
ma
atrix materrial near thee edge

Figure
F
D.14 Normalized
d τxz Stress distribution
d
n across the width for ((+4510/-4510)s
laminate
l
at the mid-thiickness of th
he interphaase (B), for comparing
different
d
ma
atrix materrial near thee edge
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